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Abstract
Effective Cyber security is critical to the prosperity of any nation in the modern world. We have become
dependant upon this interconnected network of systems for a number of critical functions within society.
As our reliance upon this technology has increased, as has the prospective gains for malicious actors who
would abuse these systems for their own personal benefit, at the cost of legitimate users. The result has
been an explosion of cyber attacks, or cyber enabled crimes. The threat from hackers, organised criminals
and even nations states is ever increasing. One of the critical enablers to our cyber security is that of cyber
attribution, the ability to tell who is acting against our systems.
A purely technical approach to cyber attribution has been found to be ineffective in the majority of cases,
taking too narrow approach to the attribution problem. A purely technical approach will provide Indicators
Of Compromise (IOC) which is suitable for the immediate recovery and clean up of a cyber event. It
fails however to ask the deeper questions of the origin of the attack. This can be derived from a wider
set of analysis and additional sources of data. Unfortunately due to the wide range of data types and
highly specialist skills required to perform the deep level analysis there is currently no common framework
for analysts to work together towards resolving the attribution problem. This is further exasperated by a
communication barrier between the highly specialised fields and no obviously compatible data types.
The aim of the project is to develop a common framework upon which experts from a number of disciplines
can add to the overall attribution picture. These experts will add their input in the form of a library. Firstly
a process was developed to enable the creation of compatible libraries in different specialist fields. A series
of libraries can be used by an analyst to create an overarching attribution picture. The framework will
highlight any intelligence gaps and additionally an analyst can use the list of libraries to suggest a tool or
method to fill that intelligence gap.
By the end of the project a working framework had been developed with a number of libraries from a
wide range of technical attribution disciplines. These libraries were used to feed in real time intelligence
to both technical and nontechnical analysts who were then able to use this information to perform in depth
attribution analysis. The pictorial format of the framework was found to assist in the breaking down of
the communication barrier between disciplines and was suitable as an intelligence product in its own right,
providing a useful visual aid to briefings. The simplicity of the library based system meant that the process
was easy to learn with only a short introduction to the framework required.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Within the western world, society has become reliant upon the internet and the interconnected world,
sometimes referred to as ’cyber’. Billions of communications and billions of dollars worth of transactions
are happening daily across this medium. It is estimated that 40% worlds population now has an internet
connection, and there is an increasing reliance upon this capability. Some are even heralding this as the
beginning of the ’information age’. Despite this reliance, the cyber world is very much in its infancy.
The technology behind the cyber world is constantly evolving, developing new capabilities. As the
understanding of the cyber world develops it has become apparent that securing the environment is of
vital importance to its success. Within the UK Security Defence Review it classified the threat of cyber
attack against the nation as a tier 1 threat, the highest possible grade alongside international military action.
Currently the situation within the cyber world is that of near anarchy. With tens of thousands of strands
of new malware are being released and hundreds of thousands of attacks being launched daily. The cyber
space is an extremely hostile environment to work within. Currently within the Information Assurance
world there a notion that you should assume your network is already compromised. The situation has been
likened to that of the wild west. A major factor in this situation is that attribution within the cyber domain
continues to be almost impossible, with criminals, terrorists and hackers able to carry out activity with
relative impunity. As long as the attribution of an attack remains unattainable, the security of cyber space
is unlikely to improve. Many different specialist are working on the attribution in a range of different fields
in order to try and resolve the attribution problem in order to improve our capability to respond to a cyber
incident. Unfortunately at present these specialisms work in isolation, often communicate in their own
specific language and are incompatible with each other. There is no suitable platform for these specialist
to share their information to provide a much richer attribution picture and hopefully resolve the attribution
problem.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives
The ultimate goal of the project is to create a framework suitable for the sharing of attribution data between
technical specialists. The focus will be on cyber security and linguistic analysts. For the purposes of this
thesis any characteristics which will assist in any element of the attribution problem will be considered.
It is assumed that an attack has been identified and that the attackers actions have all been allocated to an
individual attacker. The detection and allocation methods are outside of the scope of this body of work.
With a better understanding of what is possible to assist attribution within the full spectrum of cyber
activities, an analyst is in a far better position to defend their own network, capture relevant data for potential
evidence and put in place the tools with which to assist them in this role. In order to achieve this aim the
following objectives have been defined:
Objective Methodology Chapter
Study the literature Understand linguistic techniques 2
Survey current linguistic attribution techniques 2
Analysis of current tools 2
Survey current technical attribution techniques 2
Analyse the gaps in current knowledge Critical analysis of literature 2
Analyse suitable attributes Survey current literature 2
Reverse Engineer protocols and files 4
Develop a cyber attribution framework. Waterfall development 3
Develop a Threat Actor framework Waterfall development 3
Develop a library creation mechanism Waterfall development 4
Validate the proposed framework Perform experiments against aims 5
1.2.1 Literature Review
The literature review will be split into three area’s. Firstly an understanding of linguistic analysis techniques
will be explored. This will then be focused into the current practices around forensic linguistic attribution.
Finally a in depth survey of current cyber attribution techniques. All attribution techniques will be critically
assessed and suitable attributes will be extracted for use in the framework.
1.2.2 Develop a Cyber Attribution Framework
Having completed an in depth literature review of all material pertaining to attribution that could be applied
within the cyber domain, a comprehensive cyber attribution framework will be developed. This will
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encompass all potential avenues for attribution. The framework may also be used to highlight avenues
that are currently out of scope of the industry. The framework must be robust enough to enable expansion
as technologies develop, however accurate enough to be useful to analysts in todays attribution problem.
1.2.3 Develop a Threat Actor Framework
As discussed within the definition of attribution, there are different levels of attribution that are suitable for
use within the cyber domain under differing circumstances. One of the levels of attribution is to classify a
threat actor under a number of suitable categories. An analysis of current classification must be performed,
as well as an assessment as to their usefulness. Once the current standards have been considered, and
current practitioners have been consulted as to their preferred classification set, a complete set of threat
actors, including definitions will be provided for use along side the Cyber Attribution Framework.
1.2.4 Verification of Frameworks
In order to prove the validity of the proposed frameworks a fully completed demonstration of the
frameworks being applied to a set of test data must be completed and analysed against the defined success
criteria.
1.2.5 Explore identified area’s of weakness
Having completed the process of developing the Cyber Attribution Framework, it will be possible to
highlight area’s within the framework in which further research is required. Once identified, it will be
possible within he scope of this thesis to explore one of these area’s in great depth.
1.3 Novelty
The primary novelty is delivered through a framework which may be used by multiple specialist teams
to develop an overarching attribution picture. The model can be used both in slow time and fast
time investigation providing a powerful framework for the development of threat actor fingerprints, and
ultimately this picture can continue to be built until the level of attribution has been acquired. This is the
first time that experts from a range of disciplines have been able to share data to build an attribution picture
within a mathematically bound framework. Whilst the framework would be suitable for any specialism, the
proof of concept will be developed for cyber specialist and linguist who are already likely to be working
together in an intelligence setting. The framework will also enable the rapid dissemination of complex
data to assist other analysts or provide the basis for a briefing. Finally there is a clear methodology for the
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creation of other data types to implement within the model, providing a completely extensible model for
future works.
1.4 Scope
As explained in the introduction to attribution, there are several layers at which attribution can be performed.
The focus of this work is at the Tactical level, providing a capability for analysts operating at this level.
There will be some benefit at the operational level although this will be limited to comparative analysis.
The model is not design for strategic analysis. Whilst the model is designed to enable all varieties of
attribution capability to be used, for the purposes of proof there will only be a limited number of ”libraries”
implemented. For the purpose of the proof of concept the libraries will focus on the technical skills of
a cyber security analyst and a linguistic analysts. This is because they are likely to already be working
together in an intelligence organisation and have an immediate requirement for this framework.
1.5 Contribution
There is currently no formalised system to enable the sharing of attribution data between multiple
disciplines. Through the development of a model with a sound mathematical base it is possible for the
first time to consider all attributes from all disciplines within a single threat actor picture. This will enable
the future collaborative research from multiple fields into resolving the cyber attribution problem.
1.6 Success Criteria
The aim of this thesis is to improve on the current work flow of cyber threat analysts when dealing with a
cyber incident, and enable them to consider all of the available evidence in order to obtain attribution to the
attacker. It should enable effective communications between tools operators and analysts. If the model can
be used to improve communications of attribution data, as well as assist an analyst in the creation of that
intelligence product then it will be deemed a success.
The framework should:
• Be suitable to accept any form of attribution data
• Be suitable to perform live attribution analysis
• Be capable of highlighting intelligence gaps
• Enable fast communications of attribution data, no matter what the source
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1.7 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structure to show the journey of researching current literature, developing a framework
methodology, applying this methodology in the form of libraries and finally the testing of the framework.
Chapter 1 will clearly define the problem domain, provide explicit definitions within the context of the
problem domain and set the boundaries for the problem being explored. Chapter 2 will analyse all relevant
literature relating to attribution within this context. It will be critically analysed in order to provide the
best attribution methods to feed into the framework. Chapter 3 will be used to develop a cyber attribution
framework, encompassing all relevant methods discussed within the literature review and highlighting area’s
that require further development due to the lack of literature. Additionally a threat actor framework will be
developed to enable the labelling of identified individuals against their attributes to enable the prioritising of
targets based upon capability. Chapter 4 will be used to develop a mathematical building blocks that overlay
and feed into the framework. These will be in the form of libraries for individual attribution topics or tools.
The process will be explored in full to enable the creation of new libraries by other experts. In chapter 5 a
series of experiments will be performed to validate the framework against the primary objectives. This will
allow for a critical analysis of the framework itself. Finally chapter 6 will draw conclusions from the process
of developing the framework as well as the experimentation with a look towards future developments.
1.8 Conventions Adopted
In order to develop fully explore the arena of cyber attribution clear definitions must be provided.
Consideration will be given to the issues around the current definitions in use within the field before defining
the definitions that will be used throughout the document.
1.8.1 Cyber
There is a great deal of controversy over the definition of cyber. Despite the word being in common use
there is no real consensus as to its meaning, and is often the focus of many heated discussions. The word
cyber itself came into existence through the author William Gibson who first used the short novel ”Burning
Chrome”. It was made more popular by his later book ”Neuromancer” in 1984 which went on to describe
cyber as;
A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators, in every
nation, by children being taught mathematical concepts. A graphic representation of data
abstracted from banks of every computer in the human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines
of light ranged in the non-space(sic) of the mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like city
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lights, receding.
Whilst this definition is interesting from an academic viewpoint, it is not useful for providing a definition
for use within this thesis, or as it is commonly understood in todays society. Within the Collins dictionary
it is simply describes cyber as a
combining form, indicating computers
[48]. This is a very simplistic definition, focusing on the computer element of cyber, which in my belief
encompasses much more than simple computing. The Oxford English Dictionary agree’s that there is a
wider focus with its definition;
relating to or characteristic of the culture of computers, information technology, and virtual
reality: the cyber age
[49]. This still is not a definition that can be used in this context, and remains computer centric. It is widely
agreed that cyber encompasses more than computer systems, however there is debate around whether cyber
is focused on the data, communications or the infrastructure. A lot of this debate is dependant on the
focus in which you are considering the cyber world. For the purposes of cyber attribution, our focus is
from that of cyber security. Although all play their part in the cyber world for the purpose of this thesis it
was decided that cyber was information based. The use the word information is used specifically, because
this could encompass not only the raw data, but also the meta data which, depending on the context can
be equally as important as the data itself. The information must be in some digital format to be deemed
cyber. This definition can be argued through the analogy of a book. A hard back book is of itself not cyber
despite containing information. If however the contents of that book are transferred to an E-Reader then
although the information that is contained in the book is the same, the very fact that the information is now
digital makes it a cyber thing. The information can either be in a stored format or in transit through some
transmission medium.
1.8.2 Cyber Space
Given the word cyber is relating to information, the communications of that information has to be referred
to in some way. The phrase ”cyber space” will be used in this context. Although this phrase was originally
used as a slang term for the internet its official dictionary definition is ”a realm of electronic communication”
[49]. The realm can be through any medium (copper wire, fibre optic, Radio Frequency etc...) massively
interconnected and be used to transmit or store any type of information. The underlying protocols do not
matter as long as it is transferring or storing information and so it avoids the closed thinking that this only
applies to computers and IP based networks.
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1.8.3 Cyber Security
Cyber Security therefore relates to any action that is required to keep the information safe and available. The
information may be in transit or at rest. For this definition security is defined under the widely accepted CIA
triangle of Confidentiality, Integrity and Accessible [197]. The defence of the cyber space is as important
as the information. Despite the information existing in its digital format it should not be overlooked that a
physical attack on equipment can be just as effective as what is normally considered as the threat of attack
through cyberspace.
1.8.4 Cyber Attribution
There are many definitions of attribution used within the cyber security environment [83] [196]. Ultimately
it is the search for characteristics which can be associated with an attack or an individual. Different
classifications of attribution are possible under this definition including;
• Classification of Attackers
• Action Assignment
• Traceback Attribution
• Full Attribution
1.8.5 Classification of Attackers
The Classification of Attackers occurs when you begin to classify attacks. Using a number of characteristics
from an attack it is possible to classify an attack into a broad category. This can be done quickly with limited
amounts of data available to you. For example you may look at the sophistication of an ongoing attack to
decide on the actions required to mitigate the threat. Should the threat be considered a low skilled hacker
using standard tools, the threat actor would likely be classified as a ”script kiddie”, and minimal resources
would be allocated, however should the attacker be deemed highly skilled then additional resources will be
allocated to mitigate the threat. At this point no attempt has been made to identify the attacker. This process
can be useful for developing a standardised response to a threat, based on a category that they fall into and
would form the basis of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)
1.8.6 Profiling
Profiling can be used to attribute an action to a known individual or group. Whilst you might not know the
identity of that individual, through attributing activity to that fits their profile, it is possible to detect all of
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the activity associated with that attacker. This information can once again be used to develop a mitigation
strategy. It is possible to gather profiling information about an attacker prior to an attack happening on your
organisation, through information sharing partnerships [145] and active threat intelligence gathering [57].
1.8.7 Traceback Attribution
[196] defines traceback attribution as ”any attribution technique that begins with the defending computer
and recursively steps backwards in the attack path toward the attacker”. The ultimate goal of traceback
attribution is to follow the communications back to the original source, usually in the form of an IP address.
This process is made extremely difficult due to the fabric of the internet and methods commonly employed
by attackers to mask their IP address. Once an IP address has been obtained, it is possible with the correct
authority to obtain a physical location associated with that IP address from an Internet Service Provider
(ISP).
1.8.8 Full Attribution
Full attribution is when a specific action can be assigned to an individual person. This goes one step further
than traceback attribution and attempts to put ”fingers on the keyboard” of the attacking machine. You are
not only concerned with the machine which performed an attack, but who was using the machine at that
time. This is the level of attribution required for legal proceedings.
For the purpose of this thesis any attribute that can lead to any level of attribution discussed above will
be considered.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 What is Linguistics?
The field of linguistics is the attempt to understand language as a science. The results of this can be seen
within a great number of independent research areas within the linguistics field. The field of linguistics
is huge, and far to broad to cover in depth. This report will consider the wider field of Linguistics before
focusing on the areas that are relevant to the question in hand. Although the areas of linguistics are presented
here as individual elements, there is a great deal of crossover and cross pollination between the elements.
2.1.1 Phonetics & Phonology
The language the humans use are ultimately made up of a series of sounds at different tones and frequencies.
The field of Phonology is study both how we create the sounds and how we hear the sounds [36]. There
is the study of the physical elements of the sound creation, how we adjust our airflow, change the shape of
our mouths, move the location of the tongue and use it in combination with our teeth as well as creating the
sound through the vibration of our voice boxes. This is a very complicated mechanical task with a number
of different elements interacting to create the sounds that we later interpret as words. There is also a sub-
field focusing on the the different sounds that different languages use. There are a number of phonomes
that are used within one language which are not used in another, making it difficult for a non-native speaker
to use the language as the sound they have to create is very alien to them [107] [108]. An example of this
would be the “ll” sound used in Welsh which is not used in English and is therefore very difficult for an
English speaker to pronounce [142]. Additionally to the creation of the sound Phonologists will also study
the structure and make up of the ear, and it interactions with the brain in an attempt to better understand
how we receive and interpret the sound waves that are created. How do different sounds fit together to
create words and are there any rules? How can we tell when one word finishes and another begins in an
audio waveform? What is the process to then understand these waveforms as words? What is the rhythm to
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speech and how do we tell when another person has stopped talking?
2.1.2 Syntax
The field of syntax is the study of the structure of a sentence and the relationship of words to one another
[33] [123] [14]. It is concerned with how a sentence can be put together and the rules that govern that
structure. In order to study the rules there once again have to be block elements with which a sentence can
be built. To a syntactician the building blocks of a sentence are the words. These words are then classified in
different categories such as Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb, Determiners, Complementizers, Conjunctions,
and Prepositions [188]. It should be noted that a single word may fall into different categories depending
on the context. Firstly you must come to an agreed set of rules as to what exactly classifies as a noun or
a verb etc. In some cases these broad categories are broken down further in sub-categories, for example
verbs can be split into ditransitive verbs, transitive verbs and intransitive verbs dependent upon how many
nouns the verb appears with. Once you have the agreement as to the types of words, you can then begin
to analyse how these words fit together within the confines of the language. For this a set of Generative
Rules are created which will define the order in which types of word can appear. As an example of a we
could state the a sentence can be created from a determiner then a noun and a verb (e.g The dog barked.).
This can be represented as a rule statement S ⇒ DETNV . A huge number of Generative Rules would
have to be created in order to fully document a language if they were used in this form and so specialist
units are created which can be expanded upon. These specialist phrasal units include Verb Phrase (VP),
Noun Phrase (NP), Adjective Phrase (ADJP), Adverb Phrase (ADVP) and Prepositional Phrase (PP). There
is also the conjuncture rule which enable the use of the word “and” to link two phrases. With this additional
set of rules, and the fact that they can be self referential results in every sentence within a language being
modelled.
S ⇒ NP V P
V P ⇒ V (NP ) (ADV P )
NP ⇒ (DET ) (ADJP ) N
ADJP ⇒ (DEG) ADJ
ADV P ⇒ (DEG) ADV
X ⇒ X Conj X
With all of these rules the elements can be expanded until you get to the base element of a word type.
Elements that appear within brackets are optional and can be left out of a sentence. It should be noted that
a syntactician can create sentences that do conform to these syntactic rules of a language but would not
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be accepted as valid by the speaker of the language, which is an area of great interest in the field. The
development of these rules forms the foundations of Natural Language Processing, in which a computer
will attempt to apply these rules to assess the validity of a sentence, or create it own syntactically valid
sentence.
The particular rule set described above is very simplistic but works for a number of languages, primarily
English, however it will not work for all languages. Whilst every language is unique in some way, and as
a result each language will have its own set of rules, there is a theory posed by Chomsky [35] [34] [41]
that there should in fact be a universal set of rules which can apply to all languages. This is known as the
Universal Grammar Hypothesis.
2.1.3 Semantics
The field of semantics is the field of meaning. This can be at word, sentence or text level. This is a far more
philosophical area of study and includes fundamental questions such as ”what does it mean to be a “Man”?
As a result of these fundamental questions the field include some of the great philosophers throughout time
including Plato [182] and Saussure [45]. An alternative approach to semantics is the area of sentiment
analysis, where there is an attempt to understand the feelings that the author is attempting to portray. This
area of linguistics is not expected to assist in the area of cyber security and so was not expanded upon
further.
2.1.4 Discourse Analysis
The field of Discourse Analysis is the study of stretches of language, larger than a sentence. This is broken
into several sub fields including Pragmatics, Forensic Linguistics, Rhetoric, Stylistics etc. This can be in
both written and verbal forms. The field of pragmatics is a study of how language is used in context to
create cooperative conversation. The analysis is of a conversation as an attempt to understand how the
information flows between participants, how you can assess when it is your turn to speak and an analysis of
perspective. One theory of pragmatic study is that of Transactional Analysis [176]. Transactional Analysis
states that the ego is in one of three fundamental states at any given time. These state are Parent, Adult and
Child. In the parent state you would think act talk and respond as your parents did when you were a child.
In the Adult state you are considered to view the world objectively, apply logic, and calculate chance based
on your previous experiences. In the child state you respond with your feelings in a carefree manner. There
are further levels to this model which expand upon the simplistic three layer model, for example there is the
nurturing and controlling parent. People will naturally assume one of these roles dependant on the current
conversation and their position within it. You can slip in and out of these states as the conversation develops.
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Pragmatics is also interested in people with whom there is a pragmatic deficit due to an underlying condition
such as Autism, Aspergers and Schizophrenia, in an attempt to develop techniques that would assist them
in communication.
Stylistics is the study of style elements within a text [162]. It attempts to explain the choices an
author makes and detect stylistic traits of an author. There is strong crossover with authorship attribution.
Authorship attribution methods will be considered later in chapter 3.
2.1.5 Sociolinguistics
The field of Sociolinguistics is the study of how language is used within society [42]. It is especially
interested in looking at how different social group use language differently, and how these differences have
developed. Ultimately they are searching for what is causing the development and divergence in modern
languages, and how language can best be used to interact with specific social group to achieve a desired
result. From the perspective of my research if it was possible to identify speech communities using specific
artificial language variants then that would assist a great deal in the attribution.
2.1.6 Psycholinguistics
The field of Psycholinguistics is an attempt to understand our processing of language and discover if the
language that we speak does correlate to the way in which we see the world. This fundamental question
is known as the Whorfian Hypothesis [198] [84]. This fundamental question is split into principles, that
of linguistic relativity and linguistic determinism. The Principle of Linguistic Relativity is that the similar
objects in a language will correlate and enable you to think of multiple objects with similar properties,
however should a single object be stated then that similar objects would all be regarded as the same. It
is all a matter of perspective when considering an object. The principle of Linguistic Determinism is that
different cognitive styles between countries and races has resulted different development between an object
and the word that we choose to use for it. As a result different countries consider different objects from a
differing perspective and so will regard them differently. There is a further area of study around the brains
ability to comprehend language and how the brain actually achieves its results. This is a subsection known
as neurolinguistics. These areas were not expanded on in great depth due to the abstraction from the primary
question.
2.1.7 Typology
The field of typology is performing classifications on elements of languages and attempting to detect
similarities and differences in different languages. Once differences have been detected a qualitative study is
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performed against a representative sample of languages in an attempt to discover how widely the differences
are distributed. There are several sub-fields of typology covering the different elements that can be used
to analyse a language such as Morphological Typology, Syntactic Typology [38], Phonological Typology
Lexical Typology and Semantic Typology [120]. Some sub-fields are more developed than others [123] and
the sub-fields do not have to be considered individually, for example some elements of language may be
presented morphologically in one language but syntactically in another.
2.1.8 Historical Linguistics
The field of historical Linguistics is an attempt to understand the origins of language and how language has
developed throughout the world, potentially from a single point of origin [28]. This field has developed a
number of strands of research including attempting to define current languages in families, understanding
the relationship between these languages and assessing how language changes over time. An example of
the research in this area includes the analysis of the Proto-Germanic language tree which through several
phases ultimately ends in the majority of the languages that are spoken in Europe today. Because it is
believed that these languages have developed from a single root they can be considered “sister languages”
having developed from a single “mother language”. Because of the direct link between these languages
similarities can be sought between them and traced back through older variants of a language. It is often
possible to detect the introduction of new words to a political or natural event that has caused the migration
of a large number of people [109]. Obviously this gets more difficult the further back in time you go as
records are not as reliable.
There is the potential to use the creation of classification families to group programming languages,
and map their development as they emerge from previous and potentially superseded languages. With this
mapping in place it could be possible to pick up on programming traits from the superseded languages, or
languages in the same family to that which is being used to write the program. This type of analysis could
be performed against source code of a suspect program and there is the potential that we may detect traits
of other programming languages within the source code. These traits will be specific to the author based on
the authors previous experience. It may reveal other languages that the author is capable of programming,
thus revealing something about themselves.
2.1.9 Forensic Linguistics
Forensic Linguistics is the study of language for the purpose of answering a question in law. There are
several questions that could be asked of a forensic linguist specialist such as the attribution question, a
country of origin, identifying memers of a group or detecting a forgery. The important thing is that the
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answer is capable of meeting the rigorous requirements of court. One of the main focuses of Forensic
Linguistics is the area of authorship attribution. It is often important as a point of law to determine the
author of a specific piece of evidence, be it a ransom note, suicide note or a fraudulent document. The fields
of handwriting analysis, document analysis and digital forensics can be used to enhance the legal argument,
although are not strictly forensic linguistics.
Another area of forensic linguistics is the semantic analysis of points of law to assist in the definition of a
law. Often a law is written in such away that it is open to a certain amount of interpretation. A Barrister may
attempt to use their own interpretation of the law for the benefit of their client. In this situation a Forensic
Linguist may be called upon to fully consider the meaning and provide an interpretation for the court to
use [136]. The is also the question of the “Language of the law”. This is distinct from the interpretation of
law and is in fact the analysis of power dynamics within a legal environment and how language is used by
all parties. There is a particular concern in this environment that the power and language used is unfair on
vulnerable witnesses, child witnesses and asylum seekers [136]. There is also the question of your rights to
silence, the impact that has, and the effects of surrendering your rights to silence at specific times [136]. The
area of authorship attribution falls in line with the attribution problem experienced within cyber security.
2.2 Authorship Attribution
Authorship attribution is the sub field of Forensic linguistics in which you attempt to analyse a text for the
purpose of extracting unique features which will aid in the identification of the author. There have been
huge successes within the field and it has come to be recognised in its own right as suitable for use within
court.
2.2.1 Early developments in Authorship Attribution
The earliest developments in Authorship Attribution were entirely qualitative in their nature. Linguist
would manually analyse texts, selecting features that they believed would best distinguish between a
small number of candidate authors and then run a comparative analysis on the questioned work against
texts known to be by the candidate authors. Because of its qualitative nature, it was an extremely time
consuming process which heavily restricted the number of features that could be analysed, the number of
texts that could be analysed and the number of authors who could be considered. The result of this was
that only a handful of studies were performed, and almost entirely against well known works of literature
which were anonymously authored or believed to be authored under a pseudonym. One of the earliest
documented examples is Mendenhall who in 1901 performed a stylometric analyses of the purported works
of Shakespeare, comparing the features of the authors Shakespeare, Marlowe and Bacon [199]. Mendenhall
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discovered that there was a close correlation to the works of Shakespeare and Marlowe, however the works
of Bacon were distinctly different. The key feature in his analysis was the word length frequency, although
this method has now been discredited [90]. In 1932 Zipf made a phenomenal breakthrough for the field
of linguistics when he discovered that the frequency of any word is inversely proportional to its ranking
within the frequency table [210]. Put in other words, the second most frequent word in a text will appear
half as often as the most frequent word. This was tested by Zipf against English and Chinese [210], but the
discovery has now been tested against a large number of languages and the findings continue to be true. As
a result Zipf’s Law has become known as the universal law of language. In fact this law continues to be true
in all manner of fields beyond that of linguistics including the scale of cities [85], the popularity of internet
pages [150] and the scale of the Internet networks [5] The law is so ground breaking that it continues to
influence linguistics to this day [82] [10] [157]. The findings were so influential, that Zipf’s contribution to
linguistics has been compared to Newtons Contribution to Physics [11].
2.2.2 The Computerised Revolution of Forensic Linguistics
As computer developed they were able to assist in the laborious task of what had been the manual processing
of feature data. This assisted the linguist immensely, and whilst the process still remained a qualitative
study, larger data sets were able to be compiled and used. This was the birth of “non-tradition Forensic
Linguistics”. This enabled the use of more statistically complex calculations to be performed and a wider
range of statistical techniques to be used. It was during this time the Monsteller and Wallace performed
their ground breaking study of the Federalist papers. Even with the aid of modern computer the analysis
still took 3 years [166]. They did however successfully attribute authorship over a disputed set of the letters,
which was independently verified via another method. This was the first time that a real linguistic problem
had been verified like this, which The Federalist Papers remain a valid challenge in linguistics and are often
used as the test case for new techniques [200] [78] [97].
As computer power developed still further, larger corpus could be collated and entirely autonomous
systems could be developed in an attempt to remove the human from the process. It is fair to say that
some of these statistical methods were not fully understood whilst being used leading to a number of false
claims during their early development[151]. Despite this bumpy start there are a large number of Artificial
Intelligence techniques which have been accepted. These highly complicated but successful techniques
make up the bulk of current Linguistic analysis and is an area of continual development.
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2.2.3 Authorship Attribution Questions
There are a number of questions of law that might be asked of a Forensic Linguist with regards to Authorship
attribution. Each type of question asks for a different type of result but uses the same skill set of the Forensic
Linguist. These questions can be broken down into a set of three fundamental question classes. These
classes are that of profiling, the needle in the haystack problem, and verification [100]. The question of
profiling is given a text or a set of texts, what information can you extract about the author. These profiles
can be looking at the properties of an authors style which may then be used to identify the authors other
work. Alternatively they may be attempting to infer deeper meaning about the author such as gender[75],
political stance [60] or social status [42]. The needle in a haystack problem is, given a large corpus are you
able to extract all of the texts from a single author, or cluster individual authors together. This is achieved
through the careful selection of feature sets and has been proven to work on a number of occasions across
a range of media [99] [102] [101] . This has been the focus of academic non traditional linguistics. The
features that work are highly dependant upon the corpus itself, although an incorrectly used corpus can
reveal false positives [151]. Once the clustering has taken place you may then wish to introduce a questioned
text or a test case to see within which cluster the document falls. The question of verification centres around
a single unknown. You are posed with a single document. Are you able to assign the unknown document
to an author out of a set of suspects with a degree of confidence? This is the most practised element of
forensic linguistics as it has practical application to the court. This is the question regularly posed by the
court when considering suicide notes, ransom notes or forgery cases.
2.2.4 Elements of the Authorship Attribution problem
The authorship attribution problem can be broken down into two distinct area; Feature selection problem
and the Analysis problem. Whilst the areas in of themselves are distinct, the problems can not be solved in
isolation. The feature selection has direct impact on the types of analysis that are possible. Also the features
themselves can be analysis specific. First we will examine each problem.
2.2.4.1 The Feature Selection Problem
Language is built of highly complex structures as explored earlier in this paper. Within these structures
there are a number of differing features. These feature have been classified into a a number of feature sets,
dependant upon the linguistic element that is being focused upon [175]. In total around 1000 features have
been considered, with varying degrees of success [151]. Any of these features may be used in an attempt to
distinguish different authors. The features selected depend heavily on the corpus itself, as only a subset of
the available features will be suitable for the types of work within the corpus, or selective enough to detect
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the variation between authors. Some feature may be suitable in one case but not in others, and as such there
is no specific feature set that will work in all cases. To help enable the selection of features a framework
has been developed [90] and modified to suit the needs of the corpus [207]. The current framework use for
authorship attribution is split into Lexical, Character, Syntactic, Semantic and application specific features
as described below;
2.2.4.1.1 Lexical Features Lexical Features are those that are made up of the lexical elements of the
text. Examples would include word length, sentence length, vocabulary richness, word frequencies, word
N-grams and errors.
2.2.4.1.2 Character Features Character Features are analysing a text at the character level. Examples
would include character types (letters, digits, special), character N-grams and compression methods. The
advantage of these features is that the techniques tend to be language independent [96]
2.2.4.1.3 Syntactic Features Syntactic features are focused around the structure of the sentence. These
are the most common methods in Natural Language Processing. Examples of syntactical features include
Part-Of-Speech (POS), chunking, Sentence and Phrase structure, Rewrite rule frequencies and error
detection.
2.2.4.1.4 Semantic Features Semantic Features are focused on the word meanings. The analysis of
synonyms and semantic dependencies can be used to analyse these features.
2.2.4.1.5 Application Specific Application specific features are those which are specific to the medium
in use. Features include structural features, content-specific features and language-specific features.
Without a specified medium these features remain undefined. For example within the medium of a word
processed document, structural features can include the font used, the font size, any font colour changes,
line spacing decisions, the number of spaces after a full stop etc. This is often the first area of exploration
for a new medium [207] [155]
2.2.4.2 Summary of Features
The choice of what features to include and the bias that should be applied to specific features has a
significant impact on the outcome of any analysis. Also with such a great number of features the computing
power required to process all of these features increases exponentially with every feature added. Rather
counterintuitivly, some features that you would expect to be important are found not to be, where as
features that some would never consider have been found to be very successful in distinguishing authors.
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As a result careful selection of a subset of all features available is required to provide enough determining
factors to usefully be able to distinguish the texts. The ultimate aim of the feature selection problem is to
attempt to work out which features within a document will provide the greatest indicators of an individual
author within the corpus. The best selection can only be sought through experimentation. With regards to
artificial languages, the structure is less free form due to the application of protocols, however the content
of the individual message can be more diverse that natural language as multiple programs will use the same
protocol to transfer messages and those messages are likely to be program specific. Additionally to this there
are a number of optional features that a programmer can choose to use as a design choice. The framework
that has been used here is easily modified and should be considered if developing a cyber security solution.
2.2.4.3 The Analysis Problem
Once the features that an analyst is going to use for the distinguishing of documents have been determined
the method must then be determined. As stated previously the choice of what features to include and the
bias that should be applied to specific features has a significant impact on the outcome of any analysis.
The allocation of bias forms the basis of the analysis problem, with analysts naturally choosing features
that support thier argument. With a large number of analysis techniques at the disposal of forensic linguist,
the selection of the technique becomes non trivial. The selection will be based upon several key factors
including the type of question being asked (Profiling, Needle in the haystack, Verification), the corpus itself
and the numbers and types of features that have been selected. There is then the additional problem of the
time it takes to perform the analysis as the greater the number of features the greater the processing power
required to perform the analysis. Luckily and rather counterintuitivly, it can often be better to have fewer
features that produce the best results [112] [64]. Having obtained values for the features that the analyst
has chosen, a desicion must now be made by the analyst as to the best method for analysis. These include
N-Gram methodology, Back Propagation, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine and vector space.
2.2.4.3.1 N-Gram method using Hidden Markov Modelling The N-Gram methodology is given a
known state, what do you expect the next state to be. For the purpose of linguistic analysis the state will the
the state of a specific item within the sentence. Items in the model can be characters, words, bytes [62] or
any other definable section. N-Gram methods are split into the number of items that they take into account.
For a uni-gram model only the current item (X) is considered, and the probability of all following options
are calculated. For a Bi-Gram model the state of the current item, and the previous item are considered
X,X−1. A Tri-Gram model therefore takes account of the two previous states. (X,X−1, X−2). The items
must be classed, so in the case of words they can be classed using syntax modelling. The model will then
use a training corpus to assess the probabilities of given a the current state to the N-Gram depth, what is the
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probability for each type of item. The advantage of this method is that it can be used to process a text of
any size (or even a data stream) and continually produce output. The Hidden Markov Modelling element
enters when calculating the probabilities. There is an assumption with HMM during training that all of its
probabilities have been estimated high. These probabilities are accurate for the training corpus, however
they are likely to be an over estimate when you consider additional texts. As a result a probability mass
α is removed to enable the model to handle use cases that appear in the actual corpus that did not appear
in the training corpus. This affects all elements of the model equally and thus does not change the overall
probability shape. There are a couple of ways to calculate α using either linear interpolation or Katz back
off modelling [94]. A further advantage of HMM is that it provides a value of perplexity. This is a measure
of how good the language model is, with the lower value representing the best fit. Goodman performed
an analysis of HMM against a vocabulary of 50,000 words in an attempt to distinguish the differences in
perplexity given the complexity of the HMM. For a uni-gram HMM the perplexity was found to be 955,
with a Bi-Gram HMM the perplexity was 137 and for a Tri-gram HMM the perplexity was considerably
better at 74 [66]. At this point it was found that going beyond the tri-gram produced diminishing returns
whilst massively increasing the processing required. The vast majority of Natural Language Processing
sticks with tri-grams. This forms the fundamental method of Natural Language Processing.
2.2.4.3.2 Back Propagation Back propagation is a training method for Neural networks in Artificial
intelligence. It is a process of allowing a neural net to make guesses at an answer and then feed back
whether those guesses were correct or not. You would use this form of training when you have a corpus of
known authors and texts, and the neural net would apply its own weighting to the functions set to come up
with the best weighting for the corpus. You are then able to introduce an unknown text to the neural net and
it will use its now defined weighting to classify the document. There is a weighting-synapse value which
is set to enable you to decide how quickly or how well the neural net learns. This weight-synapse value is
automatically adjusted by the neural net, such that the best results change the least, thus the neural net is
always tending towards a better answer.
2.2.4.3.3 Decision Tree’s The decision tree method is based on a training corpus. What is the
probability of a specific branch being followed given the current position. This best falls in line with a
syntactical analysis whereby the specialist phrasal rules form the tree’s, and an author personal preference
can be deduced through a training corpus. Once you have the probability of author author using a specific
route through the tree this can be compared against the questioned document and a comparison can be
made.
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2.2.4.3.4 Support Vector Machine Support Vector Machines are an artificial intelligence method used
for defining the best boundary between two classes. They have the capability of performing both linear and
non-linear classification. The ultimate aim for the decision boundary is that it maximises the distance to
each class, whilst ensuring that all of a class remain the correct side of the decision boundary. This process
is repeated for each feature resulting in separate SVM’s for each feature and author pairing. This results
in a large number of SVM’s the results of which can be combined. You can also apply weightings to each
SVM/feature as a part of the combining, highlighting the features which are the most important in case
there is disagreement when the test corpus is introduced. Once the best boundaries have been found for all
classes, the the questioned text can be introduced to the SVM’s to see which class they sit within. These
results are captured from all of the SVM’s and the processed to give the result for the most likely author.
SVM’s have been used in the authorship attribution arena, with Abbasi [4] stating that SVM’s generally
outperform other methods of machine learning.
2.2.4.3.5 Vector Space Vector Space is a further artificial intelligence technique designed to create
clustering. Rather than consider each feature on an individual plot it creates a multidimensional space
of all features and plots texts within this space. Once again individual authors texts should cluster together.
One of the main issues with this technique is being able to visualise the results. If you chose to use 30
distinct features then you have a 30 dimensional space which has to be represented somehow. The method
has however been successfully used for authorship attribution [91].
2.2.5 Summary of non-traditional Authorship Attribution
The Function Selection Problem and Analysis Problem are two highly complicated issues in their own right.
The complication is compounded by the fact that the problems are not independent of each other. Good
understanding of the available features, the classification of features, and the analysis techniques that are
suitable for those feature sets are required to provide an informed decision. Even then experimentation is
required, as the results can be counter-intuitive to logical thought.
2.2.6 The traditional approaches to Authorship Attribution
As has been shown the Authorship Attribution problem is multifaceted and extremely complex. so far
only non-traditional automated methods of clustering authors based on a feature set have been considered.
There are however a number of traditional methods (some of which now can be computerised) which take
a subtly different approach to resolve the problem, or at least part of the problem. A linguist may use these
methods for authorship attribution or to attempt to extract information about the author. These methods are
considered below.
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2.2.6.1 Vocabulary
The selection of vocabulary used is often a fantastic indicator of an individual author. Any author has
completely free choice as to the words that they choose to use. There are a variety of techniques that can be
used to give an indication of the author. These include available lexicon, localised variables in vocabulary,
learning styles and vocabulary richness. It should be noted that there are a number of limitations in only
using the vocabulary and as such this should be used as only one indicator. Unfortunately the use of
vocabulary is very easy to falsify if you have a sample of someone else’s work. Specific examples of how
vocabulary can be used are given here.
2.2.6.1.1 Available Lexical When examining historical documents, it is clear to see that the use of
language and vocabulary in use is in a constant state of flux. Words go in and out of fashion and new words
are created. Through analysis of the vocabulary used in a questionable document it is possible to compare
this with the language in use at the time the questionable document is reported to have been created. This
method can be used to help validate the authenticity of a document. A great example of this is the “Beale
Letters” [106]. In this example a document purporting to be from 1822, published in 1860’s, giving the
directions to a hidden treasure included words that were not included in the Oxford English Dictionary until
1844. There were a number of other words used which had gained popularity by the 1860’s but were not in
common use during the 1820’s. With regards to our specific problem domain it may be possible to detect the
version of software being used due to the functions that are available within that piece of software. Using
this method we could give an earliest possible date for a piece of software.
2.2.6.1.2 Localised variables in Vocabulary Further differentiation of vocabulary can be discovered
in the analysis of certain words [17] [139]. Specific areas of a country use different words to signify the
same thing. These local variations can be used to narrow down the likely location that an author has come
from. As an example of this the words used for a bread roll vary significantly over a relatively small area.
The terms include Cob (Midlands), Bun (Northern England), Bap (Scotland/Ireland), Barm (Manchester,
Liverpool and South Lancashire), Batch (Wirral, Atherstone, Nuneaton, Bedworth and Coventry), Bin
Lid (Mersyside), Blaa (Waterford, Ireland), Muffin (Rochdalem Oldham, Bury and Ashton-Under-Lyme).
Should an author choose to use a word with a localised variable they are releasing information about either
their current location or where they were raised [17]. This type of analysis was used in what is arguably
the first Digital Forensics case. Cliff Stoll detected a hacker had breached Berkeley National Laboratories
computer systems in late 1986 [177]. He worked closely with the authorities to develop a number of
techniques in an attempt to track down the hacker to a physical location. One of his methods was simply
to print out all of the commands that the hacker used whilst connected to his computer. It was noted that
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the hacker was using the incorrect commands for the version of Unix that was installed on the computer.
This version of Unix was developed by Berkeley itself and was used extensively on the West Coast of
America, however this was the only area in which it was used. Other variants of Unix were used elsewhere
in the world which used subtly different commands, and these where the commands that the hacker was
attempting to use on the Berkeley machine. From this Stoll and his team deduced that there hacker could
not have been local to Berkeley, or indeed be anywhere in West America otherwise he would have known
and used the Berkeley variant of the command. Whilst just this information on its own didn’t give away the
hackers location, it did provide a key indicator as to where the hacker was not.
2.2.6.1.3 Learning Styles There is a good body of work that states that your choice of language is
closely tied to your own personality type [137] [122]. The best example of this is that you tend to refer to
situations based on your preferred learning style. In the examples given by Mann your learning style can
be split into Visual, Audio or Kinaesthetic. Your preferred learning style will come across in your choice
of words used to describe something or a situation. For example if you are a kinaesthetic learner you would
use phrases such as “feels good to me”, where as an auditory learner would use “sounds good to me”. The
Visual learner is more likely to say that the same thing “looks good” to them. A person will naturally
default to their preferred learning style and therefore give away subtle information about themselves. There
is a small potential that this sort of information may be leaked in comments or variable names chosen in a
program.
2.2.6.1.4 Vocabulary Richness Vocabulary richness is a formal measure of how many different words
are used within a text. The belief is that an author has a set vocabulary of known words, and a subset that
the author has a preference for using. This subset, and the frequency in which each word within that subset
is used is believed to be unique to the author [77].
Although on the surface this seems like a very simple measure there are a number of issues that quickly
arise. Firstly the length of the text in question will greatly effect the vocabulary richness. A shorter text
does not have the scope for the expansion of areas in which new vocabulary may be introduced. In an
attempt to keep things succinct an author will default to more simplistic language to avoid having to expand
in explanation.
The subject matter of the text will greatly impact the vocabulary used. Each subject has very specific
vocabulary associated with it which would only be used in the context of that subject. For example different
sports have their own vocabulary. In snooker it would not be out of place to refer to cue’s, baize, potting,
screwing, cushions, spin, or kick. With the exception of the final word on the list, none of this vocabulary
would appear in a conversation about football. The word kick means two completely different things in
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these contexts. In football it is the act of moving a ball with your foot. In snooker it is a term used to signify
a bad contact between the cue ball and the object ball. This means that both the subject matter and the
context in which a word is used is important for vocabulary richness analysis. The type of document that
is being has an massive effect on the language use. For example a broadsheet newspaper article would be
expected to use formal language to relay information where as an email between friends is far more likely
to include slang and informal terms. A letter to that same friend may be a slightly more formal affair and
so once again use a more formal choice of language. Finally an instruction manual, which is attempting
to relay the same information will be written using a different vocabulary depending on if the manual is
going to an engineer or an end user. The engineer would be expected to know and understand the specialist
language associated with a device, where as an end user is not a specialist and so would not be expected
to know the specialist language, thus that language is fully explained or completely removed. Here we
can see that the type of document, the method of delivery and the expected audience have an effect on the
vocabulary usage. A further issue in regards to vocabulary richness is do you consider all of the differing
uses of morphemes. Does dance, dancer, danced and dancing count as four separate words, or are you
simply using the same root word in different Contexts. Peng et al [140] have explored N-gram analysis at
the letter level in an attempt to recognise this type of word usage.
All of these complexities have to be considered in both the analysis of a text and the selection of a
corpus. As a result of these complexities no less than fifteen different methods for measuring vocabulary
richness have been suggested [68]. Ultimately all of the methods attempt to formulate the number of words
in a text (N) with the size of the vocabulary in the text (V). Various arrangements around this central theme
have been suggested in an attempt to negate the effects mentioned above. The initial method was proposed
by Yule [204]. His suggestion was that the analysis should focus on the word repetition rate, with the theory
the more that a word is repeated, the smaller the vocabulary of the author. This method was found to be
suitable to distinguish between two authors and associate an unknown text to one of those authors. This
process did not work when there were large sets of authors [181]. A full an in depth analysis of these
differing formulae was performed by Tweedie and Baayen [184]. They state that the formulae fall into two
categories, Vocabulary Richness and Vocabulary repetition. There are pro’s and con’s for each approach
depending on the wide range of complex issues as considered above, however they have developed a method
of constructing confidence intervals for each method.
2.2.6.1.5 Hapax Legomenon A hapax legomenon is a word that appears only once in an entire corpus.
There have been attempts to use hapax legomenon a features for authorship attribution. Hapax Legomenon
are actually relatively common [90]. One attempt to use this feature focused on the number of hapax
legomenon that appeared per text. The concept here is that an author with a wider vocabulary (subject and
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period accepting) will produce a higher number of hapax legomenon per text. This number could then be
used against an unknown text to see if there is any correlation [183]. Whilst the process did work in this
case, it also highlighted the wide variation within an individual author.
The placement of a hapax legomenon has been considered. They regularly appear late in a sentence.
This was hoped to be used to distinguish authorship [127] however this has since been disproved [167]. A
further area of study is that of Dis Legomenon. Dis Legomenon has all of the traits of Hapax Legomenon
however it is the study of words that appear exactly twice in a corpus [81]. The result of this is that it has
all of the same problems as Hapax Legomenon except in the specific use case when the Dis Legomenon
appears in only the questioned text and the most likely candidate author.
2.2.6.2 Spelling
The way in which a person chooses to spell a word can give information about the author. Primarily in this
sort of analysis we are looking for errors that an author has made, or some form of unique spelling which
could be specific to a country or region. Ultimately we are looking for an author to use a unique spelling in
a consistent way.
There are a number of words in the English language which have multiple spellings. The difference
in spelling could be a personal choice or more likely is an indication of country of origin. An example of
this would be the word “colour”. Within the United Kingdom it is spelt “colour” however in America it is
spelt “color”. You could however expect to find that a website developer within the United Kingdom uses
the American spelling as this is what is used in the programming of HTML code which would be a useful
personality indicator if you had traced the connection to the United Kingdom.
Whilst the above is a good example of gaining information about an author it can not be used to identify
an individual. It may however be possible to identify a word that an author consistently spells incorrectly.
Wellman [195] used this method to great effect live in court under the guise of a handwriting test to prove
that the witness always spelt the supplied word in the same incorrect manner.
This field has become somewhat more complicated with the rise of the word processor as auto correct
functions and spell checkers can now seriously affect the outputted text [99]. There are however situations
where a spell checkers will fail to detect mistakes as a correctly spelt word has been used instead of the
correct word for the sentence. Additionally the incorrect dictionary can be loaded causing the spellings to
default to another country (US English instead of UK English). It may be possible through careful analysis
of the outputted text to be able to determine the dictionary and/or program that has been used to create the
text.
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2.2.6.3 Structures and layout features
The structure and layout of traditional works were the decision of typesetter at the print works. As a result
traditional works can not be analysed in this manor. The invention of the typewriter allowed the author to
make some, albeit simple, formatting options, leading to individual styles being developed by an author.
These features include post full-stop spaces, paragraph spacings and margin widths. It was not until the
modern word processor however, that the author was given complete freedom of layout design. Now the
author has free range to change fonts, text size, use of bold, underlining, italics etc. With such a wide
range of options available to the author you can expect a much wider variety in features used, and thus a
much greater chance of detecting a unique layout feature. These feature sets extend not only to typed works
within a word processor, but additionally to structured E-mails , blogs and web postings [207].
A further area where structure and layout can be extensively analysed to detect unique authorship
features is the area of software. The functions, commenting and design of a computer program is very
much an art, with each programmer developing their own techniques and styles. As a result if you are able
to obtain the original source code, these authorship choices become invaluable in authorship attribution.
Unfortunately in a cyber security environment it is highly unlikely that you gain access to the original
source code, and you are usually left reverse engineering a binary file. This is a file which has gone from
the human readable form (source code) through a compiler and into a machine readable format (binary). In
this process a large amount of the human element is stripped out of the program. As a result the selection
of features for Binary code analysis is extremely difficult [62].
2.2.6.4 Metadata
One area that should not be overlooked when considering the analysis of documents is the metadata that
is contained within a digital file. This falls firmly under the bracket of Digital Forensics and is a well
developed area. When any file is created on a computer the file is given a number of attributes such as
time/date created, modified and accessed, the user who created the file and the computer used to create
the file. Depending on the type of file that has been created there may be a large amount of additional
data associated with the file. A good example of this is a picture taken with a digital camera will include
the make, model and serial number of the camera used to take the photo as well as information about the
lighting conditions and any accessories attached to the camera at the time the photograph was taken. In
regards to Microsoft Word documents there is a large amount of undocumented metadata that is captured
when the file is created or modified, such as the last 10 users to modify the file and large amounts of the
deleted data that the user believes has been removed from the document. In Microsoft Office 1997 it has
also been found that the MAC address of the originating computer was hidden within the file which would
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identify a specific computer [156]. Whilst these methods are not examining the natural language used by
an author they do give a number of unique indicators as to who that author may be.
2.2.6.5 Synonym pairs
A synonym pair is a position in a sentence where more that one descriptive word could be used, and the
author has had free choice as to what they use within their sentence. This is usually as a result of biases
in their own vocabulary, although there can be external factor that influence their choice, such as having
just seen the word in a plagiarism case. The switching of the word must not change the meaning of the
sentence in any way, so the words must be completely interchangeable. An example would be the words
“big” and “large”. As a result of the authors free choice this enables synonym pairs to be used as a feature.
An examples of this method include Ellegaard [53] who successfully used the method to distinguish authors
of the Junius letters.
2.2.6.6 Function Words
In the previous example synonym pairs were used to compare authors. A similar technique also works
for the function words within a sentence. Often function words can be interchanged without the changing
of the meaning of a sentence. This results in the same technique of analysis being applied to function
words. A good example of this being used is Monsteller and Wallace’s [129] analysis in the federalist
papers. The authors attempted to perform a synonym pair analysis however found that there were not
enough synonym pairs for it to work. They carefully considered other options and decided that function
words would work in a very similar manner to synonym pairs. With the addition of function words there
were enough distinguishing features to distinguish the four potential authors, and the correctly assign the
questioned texts. The results were verified independently through another field, giving good scientific
backing to the discovery of the technique. As a result this was one of the most influential papers in
Authorship attribution, and the federalist papers are still regularly used in linguistics today as a good case
study to prove a technique. The function words themselves are words that carry no inherent meaning of
themselves but play an important role in the grammar of a language. These function words are split into
types of function words; Adverbs (Again, Ago, now, not, often, where etc.) Auxiliary verbs (are, being, can,
they, you etc.) Propositions and conjunctions (About, after, although, his, its, something etc.), Determiners
and pronouns (a, any, its, someone, something, that etc.) and finally Numbers (one, billion, eighteenth
etc.). Relating this to the field of cyber security, functions play a critical role in programming languages.
Although functions in this sense are entirely different to function words, there are a handful of functions
that are interchangeable but do not change the overall workings of a program. If you have access to the
original source code this could prove a useful, although somewhat limited, indicator of authorship.
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2.2.6.7 Gender Detection
There is a belief that male and female authors write in in a tone that is specific to their gender, and as a
result if an author writes a piece purporting to be the other gender the reader has an almost innate ability to
detect this mismatch. This is most commonly reported in works of fiction where a male author is writing the
dialogue of a female character, and female readers of the piece are able to detect subtle discrepancy’s that
lead them to believe that the author is not quite on the same wavelength [118]. There have been a number
of attempts to perform comparative studies to establish what the differences are [75]. So far these studies
have been inconclusive and there are some studies to suggest that it is a fundamental difference in the way
in which the male and female brain works [163] , where as others state that it is due to males and females
developing at different rates during their early language development [39] [71]. This is clearly a complex
area that is not yet fully understood. Although this is an area of development it is not yet mature enough to
use practically for our purposes. It may be worth revisiting in the future.
2.2.6.8 Learning Language
As stated previously, the development of language happens throughout your life, however the most rapid
development happens during childhood [21] [123]. This natural language development is influence through
a huge variety of interactions, from face to face conversations, presentations, TV and Radio broadcasts,
telephone interactions, reading etc. With such a diverse number of inputs it can be difficult to detect the
direct influences on a persons natural language. Contrary to this, in the learning of a programming language
there are relatively few inputs available. As a result it should be possible to detect direct lines of influence
when analysing source code. This influence is likely to have come from either a teacher with their own style,
a system that the author has figured out by themselves that has worked in the past and so been repeated, or
more commonly you get “Google coders” who take snippets of code from examples posted on the Internet.
With this much reduce input set it should be possible to detect the influences from each of these vectors
from an authors original source code. Whilst there is research around the detection of plagiarism within
coding [37] and authorship of source code through linguistic analysis [61] [63] [27] and a separate body
of work on the best pedagogical practises for teaching programming the author is unaware of any research
into the linking of these two fields. Whilst source code attribution is an associated area to the attribution of
an attacker this is not the primary focus of the research and so will not be considered further.
2.2.6.9 Forensic Voice
The field of Forensic Voice was briefly considered as potential avenue for research. This is the field of
analysing the voice of a suspect on a recording and attempting to match it to the perpetrator of a crime.
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There are essentially four primary methods that are used in this field. These are Phonetic analysis [126]
[149], Spectrographic Analysis, Acoustic-Phonetic Analysis and Automatic Processing. Phonetic analysis
is a process of assessing how the words are being pronounced to attempt to detect key words that have
a distinct pronunciation that can be used as an indicator to single out a suspect. These inconsistencies
are usually caused due to an accent or local dialect. A trained phonetician is able to use this method to
highlight specific words used on the recording and compare them to a suspect with a reasonable degree
of accuracy [149]. Spectrographic analysis is a method of converting the sample into a time/frequency
grayscale diagram known as a voiceprint [95]. This method of analysis has now been discredited and is no
longer accepted as a valid method for use in court [126]. Acoustic-Phonetic techniques combine the two
previous methods, using the trusted phonetic analysis method but adding additional depth to the analysis
by considering the spectographic analysis. Finally the Automatic Processing is using Signals Processing
techniques to provide a useful characteristics in the voice patterns that can be analysed. These methods
were discounted primarily because the methods are all based around non-discrete values caused by the
waveforms of the voice. It was decided not to continue with this area of exploration as it would be pertinent
to simply apply suitable Signals Processing Techniques, rather than go through the unnecessary step of
considering a voice pattern for a computer communication. As we are dealing with discrete values with
regards to the digital communications, these methods were not considered any further.
2.2.7 Summary of Authorship Attribution
We have explored the origins of authorship attribution, expanding into the modern techniques that are
currently used. We have considered the three fundamental question types of Authorship Attribution and
the two distinct problem sets of feature selection and analysis, considering each method in depth. What
is clear is there are a huge variety of techniques available and the selection of which is best for a corpus,
feature set and authors is a non trivial task. Both the Feature problem and Analysis problem need to be
considered concurrently further complicating matters. Fortunately to assist us with this task Juola has
developed a framework for comparing linguistic techniques [93]. A serious concern is that the majority
of the techniques being employed within non-traditional Authorship Attribution are simply applications of
Computational Intelligence Models. There is a realistic possibility that some of this work is being duplicated
as it is being applied to other problem sets.
2.3 Application of Forensic Linguistic Techniques to other field
It has been seen there are clear indications that a number of Authorship Attribution techniques are highly
successful in the literacy world, with demonstrable results. These methods should be suitable in any domain
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where there are measurable features that can then be analysed. the application of these techniques to the
problem domain of cyber security is not trivial. There are a number of examples where Forensic Linguistic
techniques have already been transferred and used in other fields with some degree of success. Some of
these examples have a direct bearing on cyber security. These examples could prove useful in the application
of techniques, and may highlight issues the may be encountered.
2.3.1 Emails
A large number of the techniques that have been discussed in this paper are now being applied to emails.
Although this can be for authorship attribution purposes for court [46] [136], the vast majority of this
effort is being used for the purpose of SPAM filtering. SPAM is a process whereby billions of emails are
created by computers either in an attempt to advertise a product or service or, more malevolently, cause
the user to click on a link to an infected web page which will compromise the users computer. Internet
Service Providers (ISP’s) and specialist SPAM filtering services dedicate huge resources to this problem,
eradicating around 90% of the problem [191]. Despite this a huge deluge of SPAM messages do get through
to the end user inbox, causing an irritant and potentially causing harm. A number of systems have been
developed to analyse the content of an email to determine whether the author is human or machine. The
majority of these systems borrow from authorship attribution and utilise functionality from a number of
the methods we have discussed including Key word detection [13], Support Vector Machines [51], Naive
Bayesian [12] and text clustering techniques [158]. It is clear to see that the SPAM filters of today owe a lot
to the field of forensic Linguistics.
2.3.2 Twitter
The analysis of twitter messages in an attempt to detect authorship attribution is a very active field at
the present [23] [110][174]. With a twitter message you are severely limited to 140 UNICODE UTF-8
characters. Due to this restriction, the number of features that are appreciable for the use in authorship
attribution are greatly reduced. There are however the special features that are unique to tweeting of tags
(signified by a #, linking a topic) and usernames (signified by an @, Showing the tweet is to that person or
in response). These specialist features do assist in authorship attribution, and the removal of them seriously
compromises the ability of authorship attribution [110]. Layton also discovered that there is an important
threshold of 120 tweets per author at which the capability of authorship attribution of another tweet becomes
possible [110]. The practice of retweeting (resending an original message with your identity attached,
but acknowledging the original tweeter) add further ambiguity into the mix[23]. It is often not clear if
through retweeting the author is simply agreeing with the statement or claiming a statement of their own.
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Additionally from an authorship perspective, should someone choose to retweet the retweet, the link to the
original author is lost altogether. Twitter messages have now been used to convict, so it sill only be a matter
of time before the question of authorship attribution arises and is tested in court. This is important work
for the purposes of the research. It can be applied to a situation when analysing a series of packets, or as
individual packets it may be possible by only looking at a small sample sizes.
2.3.3 Source Code Analysis
Source code analysis is the processing of a computer program. A computer program can be in one of two
states. Firstly a programmer writes the code in a human friendly form which is known as the source code.
Secondly a process of compilation is applied to the source code which converts it into a computer friendly
form known as a binary. In some cases (depending on the language and compiler used) it is possible to
reverse the process and revert back to the source code. The primary focus for Source Code analysis is for
the detection of plagiarism in academia and the detection of Intellectual Property theft from commercially
sensitive programs [104]. Hayes has performed an in depth analysis of source code analysis and determined
“Due to the restrictions in programming language compared to language, a programmer is likely to be more
consistent, but there is less variety to detect”[73]. Despite this there have been success in the field when
Frantzeskou successfully attributed authors in a small closed corpus through the use of N-Gram analyses at
the byte level [61] [62]. This proved that in a limited corpus it is possible to perform successful authorship
attribution. My concern with Frantzeskou’s methods is that they appear far to simplistic and potentially fall
into a number of the pitfalls highlighted by Rudman and explained later in this report.
2.3.4 Music
There are a number of appreciable features in music which are suitable for the types of authorship analysis
performed on text [186] [92]. Whilst careful consideration has to be given to the genres, musical styles
and the use of different instruments being used, it is possible to perform a qualitative analysis to detect
authorship. In fact, dependant on your choice of analysis, the musical instruments used can be a very
good author feature [16]. Kevsel [96] however suggest another approach. A modified n-gram analysis
of the music which had been prepared for processing would provide accurate results towards authorship
attribution. There is also the entire sub-field of forensic voice, who use signals processing techniques to
distinguish human voices, which would be equally valid in the analysis of recorded music.
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2.3.5 Critical Linguistics
Critical Linguistics is the study of language used in a document in an attempt to assess social and political
information that an author may have [60]. The theory is that your choice in words and structure are based
on your own ideology. This is very much a qualitative study of a document. There has been a great amount
of criticism [208] around Critical Linguists, Stubbs [179] for example, states that “A repeated criticism is
that the textual interpretations of critical linguists are politically motivated, and that analysts find what they
expect to find, whether absences or presences”. Due to the qualitative nature of this analysis it would not
be suitable for this research and an artificial language is unlikely to have a political opinion!
2.3.6 Art
The attribution of works of art shares a number of qualities with Forensic Linguistics [56]. There are two
primary problem domains with the artwork field. Firstly there is the question of forgery detection. When a
painting is to be sold the authenticity of that piece of work must be verified to enable the sale. Because of
the vast sums of money that exchange hands when artwork is sold it has been the target of many criminals
[55] [24] resulting in some very elaborate attempts to clone or duplicate works of art. The second problem
is around the discovery of a new piece of artwork and attempting to verify the original author. In both
of these examples the experts are picking a number of features in order to compare and contrast to other
known pieces of artwork by that author. The choice of feature set is at the selection of the art specialist who
will choose the subset that they feel will clearly distinguish an individual painter based on that painters own
style. Arguments can therefore break out when two experts choose a differing set of attributes and come
to differing conclusions. Due to forgery cases being a matter of law, the methods used in such a situation
must be able to hold up to the rigours of court. More recently artificial learning techniques have been used
in an attempt to improve the current capabilities for forgery detection [119] [143] [114]. These techniques
have considered both the feature selection problem as well as the analysis using very similar techniques to
those discussed for forensic linguistic analysis earlier in this paper. Because of the similarity to previously
discussed techniques this area was not considered any further.
2.4 Issues with Forensic Linguistics
There are a great number of acknowledged issues with the practices of modern linguistics which have been
aired very publicly [72] [26] [151] [153] and should not be ignored when considering the techniques. A
number of the techniques that are applied are contradictory with each other and yet all claim to be based
on scientific development. Rudman is the fiercest critic of modern linguistic techniques [151] and has
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highlighted six regular pitfalls of modern forensic linguistic practice with regards to “cherry picking”[153].
1. Selecting Primary Text
2. Selecting Quantifiable Markers
3. Selecting Statistical Tests
4. Selecting Control Sets
5. Stopping the Analysis
6. Ex Post Facto Analysis
2.4.1 Rudman’s Pitfalls
Rudman raises some quite legitimate issues which should be considered both in the analysis of articles read
and in the development of any experiments and techniques.
2.4.1.1 Selecting Primary Texts
The selection of the text used for analysis is critical. It doesn’t matter how good the technique that
you try to use is if your original dataset is flawed. Within linguistics Rudman suggest that a number
of academics cherry-pick their original sources which can give a skewed or biased result. This cherry
picking is not necessarily an active step to mislead the reader, although this may be true in some cases,
but rather academics picking sources that are readily available but not necessarily correct for the job in
hand. Examples include choosing a version of the text that is already in a machine readable format, using
collaborative texts with multiple authors, mixing genres and/or time periods, using authors from different
countries where a number of social differences may impact writing style. The version of a text is vitally
important. Selecting a version simply because it is the easiest to obtain or is in the correct format is not a
valid strategy. As an example Hargevik [154] studied the works of Daniel Defoe and found that the word
“further” appeared only twice in the original publication, but appeared up to twenty seven times in later
editions of the works. If you had chosen this word as an indicator of authorship you would arrive at two
completely separate results simply due to the version. Selecting texts that appear in publications is always
dangerous as you are unaware of the editing that has been performed by the editor and not by the author.
The fact that there has been any editing at all could be a problem, depending how heavily the text has been
edited and by whom. This is especially relevant to computerised creation of text where the auto-correct
functionality, computer based dictionaries and auto-complete functionality all attempt to aid the author but
ultimately compromise their text. It may be the case that the program used for the transmission will format
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the packets in a specific way, so it is important to be able to detect what a machine has done in comparison to
what an author has done. The selection of corpus is critical [20]. The selection of texts from multiple genres
or time periods can lead to specialist or period dependant language being used in those texts and not others.
In fact this is one of the key indicators as a detection method (See Section 3.5.1). It is important to be able
to distinguish between an authors choice of language and genre specific language that has had to be used
because of the subject of the text. Within an artificial language this is likely to be defined by the protocol
in use. There would be little point in comparing two differing protocols for the content (although some
attributes could be tested), and differing versions of the same protocol may have substantial differences.
2.4.1.2 Selecting Quantifiable Style Markers
The selection of style markers is one of the primary questions of Forensic Linguistics. Rudman argues that
a number of academics select a style marker, not because of its validity, but simply because of its ease of
detection and comparability. It is not practicable to assess the many thousands of style markers that are
available for a text, however there must be some methodology behind the choice of style markers beyond
“these ones worked for this author”. This approach could lead to style markers being chosen that are only
coincidentally suitable given the test corpus, and are not in fact an indicator of the author. It is also noted
that a number of academics will take readings on other style markers which disprove the author of a text and
are therefore ignored in the final reporting of findings. Selecting only the results that back your hypothesis
is not good scientific practice. This issue is recognised and there is currently no agreed way of selecting the
style markers that you are to use for attribution purposes. To further complicate matters different markers
will be relevant for different forms of media, and are not necessarily author specific markers.
2.4.1.3 Selecting Statistical Tests
With the selection of a statistical approach there will be a number of assumptions that are made, such as the
distribution of unique words is equal throughout the text. These assumptions, although potentially wrong,
should be understood by the authors as to the effects on the statistical method used. Some of the greatest
controversies in Forensic Linguistics have arisen through the misunderstanding of the significance of the
statistical functions being performed. The most famous example of this was the CUSUM debacle [80]
[70] [76]. The CUSUM (Cumulative Summing) method [128] of statistical analysis has been used for the
detection of authorship attribution, and was used within the court system and a valid method. The method
centred around the attributes of individual sentences, assuming that the habits of an individual author with
regards to sentence length and word length will be consistent for every text they write. Not only had the
authors made bad assumptions, they didn’t appreciate the statistical method that was being used and had no
real idea of how it was working. They likened their discovery to that of fingerprints analysis [54] when, for
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the first 50 years of its use in court, the science was not fully understood but was accepted. This method
came into serious question within the academic world and then ultimately failed during a demonstration live
on television when a convicted felon and the chief of justice, England were compared using the technique
and found to be the same author. The method has now conclusively been proven not to work [29] and is no
longer used as a forensic Linguistic technique within the United Kingdom [43]. Whilst CUSUM is the most
extreme example of the misuse of statistical analysis, this is not the only example within Forensic Linguistic
practices. What is clear is that if a statistical method is chosen, that the implications are understood and the
variance and error should be calculable and displayed with any results that are shown.
2.4.1.4 Selecting Control Sets
The selection of control sets has many of the same issues as the selection of primary texts. Any control set
should be as close to the primary texts as possible to avoid the possibility of the content causing the variation
rather than an author. Care should be given to the subject matter, date of publication, Controls with multiple
authors and the use of authors of another nationality. Additionally there are a number of studies where the
test case is of a single piece of text [161]. Clearly this can not be used as showing statistical value. The
size of the control set should be large enough to be able to deduce statistical reliability of comparable or
larger size than the primary texts. The samples must be representative, of sufficient size and be completely
random.
2.4.1.5 Stopping Analysis
There have been examples of Forensic Linguists stopping their analysis prematurely because the initial
answer that is received prior to the completion of all tests gives the results that they were expecting [59].
This is despite the possibility of a better fit potentially being available within the corpus. Rudman compares
this [152] to a case whereby 6 DNA loci were used to prosecute an individual, however the conviction was
overturned when the test was performed with 10 DNA loci, and the additional 4 were found not to match.
If an experiment has been clearly laid out it should be followed to its conclusion.
2.4.1.6 Ex post Facto Analysis
This is the case when any of the above are manipulated after one set of results in order to produce a more
desired set of results. This is almost impossible to detect unless it has been stated that manipulation has
occurred in the writing up. Normally this takes the form of troublesome texts being removed from the
corpus [79] or the text being manipulated in order to remove troublesome features [141]. This practice is
not necessarily a bad thing as long as the purpose of the exclusions is fully explained and the same scientific
reasoning is applied to the texts that are not being removed from the experiment.
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2.5 Cyber Attribution
Currently only Forensic Linguistics approaches that may be suitable to solve the problem of Attribution
in a cyber context have been considered. To fully appreciate the relevance of these techniques the current
approaches being employed to attribution in the cyber domain must be considered. The seminal text in this
area is by Wheeler [196], who splits the attribution techniques into seventeen technique styles. These are ;
1. Store Logs and Traceback Queries
2. Perform Input Debugging
3. Modify Transmitted Messages
4. Transmit Separate Message
5. Reconfigure and Observe Network
6. Query Hosts
7. Insert Host Monitoring Functions
8. Match Streams
9. Exploit/Force Attacker Self-Identification
10. Observe Honeypots/Honeynets
11. Employ Forward Intrusion Detection Systems
12. Perform Filtering
13. Implement Spoof Prevention
14. Secure Hosts/Routers
15. Surveil Attacker
16. Exploit Reverse Flow
17. Combined Techniques
This is a useful taxonomy and has been accepted in many papers [134] [18] [40]. The taxonomy will
be used to explain each technique, consider the advantages and disadvantages of each method, and expand
upon the latest developments in each field.
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2.5.1 Store Logs and Traceback Queries
This method involves the storing of logging information on routers which would provide information as to
where a packet had come from, where it was going and what the content of that package was. There would
be some method of querying a router to ask if it had seen a specific packet before and where did it come
from. With this method you can continually probe the router at the last known location and traceback to the
originator. In slight variation on this, the router simply stores the contents of the packet and is then probed
to see if it has seen that packet before, without storing where it has come from [196].
The advantage of this technique is that is could enable complete traceback capability as well as the
capability to perform historic traceback for as long as the log information was stored. In this scenario it
would be possible therefore to detect an attack post event, but still use traceback to provide the source of
the attack once the attack has been identified. This solution quickly runs into scalability issues [201] and
so there have been major efforts to consider the minimum amount of information required to store in order
to enable a full traceback [201] [47]. Examples include only storing that hash of a message rather than the
entire message [171] [172]. Further issues are experienced when you consider that the router upstream may
not be under your control, but under the influence of an adversary and as such could not be relied upon [18].
This is a very active area of academic research, with new versions of logging schemes being developed
[201] improving on the amount of information that would have to be stored to enable a successfully
traceback. Fundamentally they all fail to scale to the current size of networks and network traffic and
ultimately would require a fundamental change in the way in which the internet currently works.
2.5.2 Perform Input Debugging
This method is based around developing a signature for an attack. It is regularly employed in Network
based Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). An attack is recognised and a signature is developed for that
specific attack. The signature is then pushed out upstream to you NIDS. Should the attack happen again
then the NIDS will instantly recognise the attack and flag to an administrator that another attack is in
progress. Because you now know which routers the attack has passed through you are able work out the
route at least to your perimeter. In order for this method to enable complete traceback capability these
signatures would have to be pushed out to the Internets backbone routers and potentially an adversaries
network. This would increase the processing burden on the backbone routers and could potentially be used
as a form of attack in itself to push many signatures to a router and overwhelm the network. It would
provide an adversary clear intelligence that their attack had been detects when you push a signature onto
their system. Developments in Network Based Intrusion Detection systems have been primarily focused
on anomaly detection [111] [130] and improving detection capabilities (both increasing positive detections
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and removing false positives) [135] [105].
2.5.3 Modify Transmitted Messages
This method involves modifying a packet as it travels from node to node. In the most simplistic version of
this process, each router that a packet passes through would append to the packet a unique stamp for that
router. This means that when a packet arrives at the destination it would have the complete route appended
to it. For a route with a large number of hops this method can significantly increase the amount of data being
transmitted, as each node on the route adds its own data [138]. The current version of the IPSEC packet
is explicitly designed with this capability [103] [15], although unfortunately the take up of this protocol
has been slow to get established [86] With the limitations of marking every packet at every node, attempts
have been made to provide similar levels of traceback capability whilst only modifying a random number
of packets. This area of research is referred to as Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM) [138]. PPM only
works reliably when a number of messages are received as a part of an attack [67]. You are also reliant on
the routers that you are passing through to provide accurate information. The thrust of academic research
in this area is to improve the efficiency of packet marking schemes [8] [116] [7] to get the correct balance
between the overhead of marking packets with the capability of traceback combined with ever more efficient
methods of marking the packets through using unused sections of the packet, thus not increasing the packet
size [6].
2.5.4 Transmit Separate Message
This method is very similar to modifying transmitted messages, with the exception that instead of the
additional information being appended to the packet as it traverses a router, an entirely new packet is created
and sent to the destination address. The process in fact creates even more data than modifying a transmitted
massage as each packet has the overhead of a packet header. One massive advantage of this approach is that
the separate message can use a different route from the original packet. In fact some designs even have an
entirely separate network to perform this function [178], thus leaving the primary network free for actual
data you wish to transmit. There is naturally an inherent cost with running a second network which means
that the take up of this solutions is highly unlikely. One method that has gained traction in this area is that
of iTrace. This is a modified ICMP traceback packet developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) which has shown good results [19] [9] [121]. More recently there have been attempts to enhance
the capability of iTrace to cope with multi-path attacks [31].
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2.5.5 Reconfigure and Observe Network
This method involves detecting an attack and monitoring those connections for changes as you modify the
network. The most simplistic version of this would be to increase the TTL (Time To Live) of each packet by
a different amount on each router. So if you have three potential routes to the machine that is under attack
you increase the TTL on router A by 3, router B by 5 and router C by 7. You then monitor the packets from
the attack to see how much the TTL has increased, thus giving you the answer as to which router the packet
is passing through. By using prime numbers you will also be able to work out if the packet is travelling
through two routers, and which ones they are. Other changes that you can make to the network include
modifying the network topology (modifying the routing tables) and changing firewall rules. Unfortunately
any changes that you do make to the network must be seriously considered as there is a serious possibility
of causing the network to fail, or having undesired effects on your own infrastructure. These methods are
only suitable during the time of an attack and you are limited in only being able to adjust the configurations
of the routers that you control.
One method that has been proposed which could be extended beyond the network that you control is
”controlled flooding” [30] [160]. Essentially this is performing small scale denial of service attacks against
external infrastructure to see if it has an affect on the attack. If the attack slows down during the controlled
flooding then it can be assumed that the router that you are flooding is a part of the route back to the attacker.
This method has dubious legal implications that are beyond the scope of this review.
2.5.6 Query Hosts
Through the use of tools that are pre-installed on a host system that has been compromised it might be
possible to extract information about an attacker. This would simply be a case of analysing logs,using in
built tools such as netstat and performing a forensic analysis of the host. It should be noted however that if
the host has been compromised, the integrity of both the services and logs should be brought into question
as it is possible for an attacker to modify logs and services in an effort to cover their tracks.
2.5.7 Insert Host Monitoring Functions
Beyond simply using the pre-installed services to perform your host analysis, it is possible to install third
party services that perform similar and additional functions. A great number of these are commercial
products and as such their internal workings are commercially sensitive and not available in open literature.
This functionality is usually built into a larger security product such as an IDS (Intrusion Detection System).
Network intrusion detection systems can be used to deploy agents on individual hosts which report back
to a central server. Should a breach be detected, the agents can relay this information to a central server
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which can then advise as to how to reconfigure the network to counter this threat. As a result any attribution
information is extremely valuable, as it can be used to mitigate against an attack closer to the source. This
method has the advantage that it is less likely to be compromised by an attacker, as each developer will
have their own host monitoring processes, requiring the attacker to target the specific process that has been
inserted rather than a standard process installed within the operating system. The disadvantage however is
that the process is running on a compromised system and so can not be fully relied upon as the attacker may
compromise the process to give false information, or fail completely. Additionally if the process is added
to the compromised host post attack, the attacker may detect this and realise that they have been detected.
One very controversial area that the insertion of host monitoring functions can be used is in the process
of ”hack back” [87]. This is the process of detecting the stepping stone from which an attack is being
performed and then breaking into that stepping stone yourself in order to trace back to the next step in the
chain. It is included under the heading ”insert host monitoring functions” as this is the next step once you
had compromised the stepping stone machine. There are very serious questions over the legalities of such
techniques. In the worst case scenario you could be hacking into the incorrect system, if other traceback
techniques have failed, but more likely you will be compromising an innocent victim of malware who is
unaware of the attack. This is an area that continues to create great debate [125] [65] [25] and is unlikely
to be formally accepted any time soon. As a result there is little in the public domain about the techniques
[89].
More recently, with the greater adoption of virtual machines, introspection has become an expanding
area of research [115] [133]. With more modern powerful computers it is now possible to run multiple
versions of an operating system on a single host, with an overarching host operating system. For example a
physical box may run an operating system of ESXI which is specifically designed to run virtual machines.
You could then create a number of virtual machines running various versions of Windows and GNU/Linux.
These virtual machines would run entirely independently of one another and would not be able to interact
with each other. It is however possible from the host operating system (in this case ESXI) to both interact
with, or passively monitor the virtual machines operating system. The process known as introspection is
the passive monitoring of processes running live on a virtual machine from the host operating system. This
can be used for the analysis of an ongoing attack, to gather attribution information as well as learn about
the adversaries techniques. This is an improvement on using the compromised operating system, as the host
operating system will not be circumvented by rootkits.
2.5.8 Match Streams
This process involves the careful analysis of all messages entering and exiting a network or a host. Through
careful analysis it may be possible to match the streams entering the network location with those exiting
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the location without having to interact with the host itself. A number of approaches to match the streams
can be used including the analysis of message headers [203] [22], the analysis of the data content [32] or
the careful analysis of the timing of a stream entering and exiting a node [180]. All of the methods rely on
some form of link analysis for which a number of techniques exist [132], even if the algorithms have not
be specifically tested on this use case. The advantage of this system is that you are not reliant on a host
which may be compromised or not within your control to perform the analysis, you simply need access to
the network in which the host resides. Unfortunately the methods are reliant on accurate timing data, and
very small discrepancies can prove fatal. Additionally this is not a method that scales particularly well,
and as networks become more complex the analysis of the streams becomes ever more difficult [98]. The
most recent research in this area has been focused on increasing the speed and bandwidth in which current
methods can work [180] as well as expanding the methods into radio and mobile based networks [58].
These methods are more akin to Electronic Warfare and will not be expanded upon within this paper.
2.5.9 Exploit/Force Attacker Self-Identification
This is the process of carefully analysing what the attacker is doing in the hope that this will lead to
key indications as to their identity. There are a large number of ways in which an attacker may provide
identifying information. The Forensic Linguistic techniques discussed earlier in this paper provide one
example of how the attacker could self identify themselves. These methods were covered extensively earlier
and will not be expanded upon here. Other ways in which an attacker may give away information include;
1. Data included in the attack. For example a spear-phishing email is likely to include a return address,
links to an external server and/or an attachment, all of which will be specific to that attacker.
2. Self Identifying protocols. Files included in the attack could include identification marks. For
example Microsoft Office embedded the MAC address of the original authors PC in documents
created using Microsoft Office 1997 [156]
3. Beacon Functions. This is a tool with a call back function. As an example an email could be sent the
attackers spear-phishing account. Included in the email could be an embedded HTML picture link.
Should the email be opened with HTML enabled, the HTML link will automatically download the
image by contacting the server it is hosted on. This could result in a direct connection to the attackers
IP address resulting in him leaking this crucial information. Further to this it would be possible to
create a unique HTML link for each attack. A similar approach can be used on an HTML web page.
4. Cookies. Through providing simple text based cookies, should an attacker fail to clear their cookies
after an attack it would be possible to associate them to their previous visit [209]. Further to this it is
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possible to extract data from other stored cookies created by other sites [185]
5. Tabs. Should an attacker use a modern browser with multiple tabs open it is sometimes possible to
extract information from the other tabs that are open through various browser extensions [124] [74].
6. Theft Tracking Tools. There are a number of tools that are loaded into the BIOS/UEFI which are
designed to provide traceback capability on the theft of a device. These are designed to work even
after the operating system has been re-installed [44].
7. Watermarking. This method involves using stenographic techniques to embed hidden watermarks
into your files [187]. Whilst this will not help in immediate capture of an attacker, should an attacker
be caught through other means, the watermarked files will enable the quick identification to the attack.
This is especially true if the watermark can be made unique to the attacker [88].
Unfortunately not all of these methods are appropriate for every type of attack. Additionally once you
are aware of the methods they are very easy to mitigate against, and so would present little threat to a skilled
attacker. As a result the focus in this area should be the creation of new techniques.
2.5.10 Observe Honeypots/Honeynets
Honeypots are hosts systems that are designed to look enticing to an attacker whilst no containing any actual
data or processes [173]. It is hoped that through running a honeypot the attacker will perform their attack
again the honeypot rather then against a live system, thus not affecting running of the business in any way.
The honeypot can also be used to gather information about the attacker such as the tools and techniques that
they are employing. This information can then be used to help protect the rest of the network. Honeypots
are graded on how interactive they are. A low interaction honeypot will only provide a small number of
simulated services which will only provide a very small number of pre-programmed responses. As a result
you only get a very limited view of the capabilities of an attacker with a low interaction honeypot. However
a high interaction honeypot is essentially a fully working system and will provide a much greater resolution
as to the hackers activities. Honeynets are entire networks of honeypot machines, or a completely vitalised
network designed to imitate entire sections of a network, or even a subnet[148]. The ultimate goal of a
honeynet is the same as a honeypot, to provide intelligence on an attacker. Through providing multiple
machines on a honeynet you may be able to glean additional information such as the type of machine the
the attacker is going after. For example, do they attempt to attack the Domain Servers to gain control of
the entire network, or do they attack the FTP server, in which case the attacker is likely to be after a file.
Tarpits are another form of honeypot/honeynet [146]. Rather than gather intelligence these are specifically
designed to use up the resources of an attacker. These are especially effective against automated tools such
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as password brute forcers and worms. Honeypots/Honeynets are extremely good at providing intelligence
about an attacker, providing they are enticing enough that the attacker actually goes after the honeypot. The
disadvantages of honeypots is that they can be very resource intensive to maintain from an administration
point of view, especially for a high interaction honeypot/honeynet. There is always the fear that these
vulnerable systems could be used as a stepping stone for another attack, and so may be used against you.
Recent developments in Honeypots/Honeynets expand the area into more specific forms of network such as
ICS and SCADA control systems [189] to reflect the current threats.
2.5.11 Employ Forward Intrusion Detection Systems
This method involves placing Intrusion Detection Systems as close to potential attack avenues as possible.
Ordinarily Intrusion Detection Systems would be placed within an internal network and used to detect an
attack happening. The reasoning behind placing them as far upstream as possible is that they provide much
better traceback capability as they are closer to that attacker. This would be suitable for a company with a
large digital estate, or as a nation state capability, but would be less effective for a small company with no
external penetration. With this method you are reliant upon the IDS being able to detect the specific attack
and that the attack is routed through your IDS. Recent developments in this area have included a number
frameworks for a network forensics system [194] [202]. It has also been proposed that the system could be
modified to also detect information egress from a data breach or attack [117].
2.5.12 Perform Filtering
This method involves setting strict rules at your network gateways that block packets that do not include
enough information to enable some form of traceback. This should mean that only packets that have a
capability of being traced will enter the network [159]. Therefore any attack that is not traceable will
automatically be dropped at the gateway, and if it is traceable the attack will be let through and hopefully
detected by Intrusion Detection Systems. This should be easy to set up as the protocols are clearly defined.
Unfortunately the trace may only be to the last stepping stone, but if the is an immediate trace to that point
then you can hopefully work with that stepping stone to stop the attack. It may also be possible to use
Advanced Evasion Techniques to bypass the filters.
2.5.13 Implement Spoof Prevention
In an attempt to avoid Advanced Evasion Techniques, spoof prevention should be implemented to detect
manipulated packets. Spoof prevention is specifically looking at the packets as they arrive to detect that the
packets are correctly formatted and have not been manipulated. This is subtly different to ingress filtering
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which is focused on the packets containing enough information to provide traceback, and not their validity
as a packet. The recommendation is to use the gateway to block manipulated packets, and for protocols
that are easily manipulated but difficult to detect, provide an encrypted VPN tunnel. Correctly formatted
packets are a lot easier to traceback and make ingress filtering more effective. Developments in this area
have primarily focused on improvements in techniques for spoof detection [164] [190] and the extension to
new protocols [144]
2.5.14 Secure Hosts/Routers
This is the process of securing as many hosts and routers on your network as possible. The theory is
that if there are fewer vulnerable hosts on the network then there are fewer potential avenues for attack,
thus reducing the number of hosts that require analysis, making traceback quicker [196]. Additionally
host should be configured to enable the connection to more secure services, which provide an element of
traceback. There is no specific method of traceback considered in this section.
2.5.15 Surveil Attacker
If potential attackers have been identified then it is sometimes possible to surveil them in order to learn
more about them and how they operate. An example of this would be the Anonymous collective. These are
a large number of individuals who will sign up to specific ”ops” which they feel are in line with their own
beliefs. The individuals will then meet in IRC chat rooms to discuss how to proceed with an operation and
who to target. Each member will have a nickname when accessing the chat room and it may be possible to
build up a profile of that attacker based on their profile name. When an attack is successful the attacker likes
to claim the attack as their own and will often use their nickname against the attack. They may also own
twitter accounts under the same nick name. Through surveiling the IRC chat rooms and twitter account you
may be able to extract information about the actual person behind the nick name.
2.5.16 Exploit Reverse Flow
The majority of transmissions across the internet are bi-directional. When an attacker communicates with
a host there will be some form of communication back. This method involves manipulating the returning
communication in such a way that it can be used against the attacker. One approach is to embed your own
watermark in the return communication and use your IDS to detect the exit point on the network [193]
[206]. The latest developments in this area have extended the techniques to wireless technologies [192].
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2.5.17 Combined Techniques
Combined techniques are essentially any of the previous techniques used in combination with each other.
This could include two or more techniques. These tend to be used in commercial packages rather than
within research.
2.6 Conclusions
The literature around attribution has been thoroughly explored. Starting with an understanding of historical
linguistic techniques it became evident that there were a large number of branches of linguistics however
not all of these are going to be suitable within a cyber context. The techniques employed simply cannot be
transferred to the cyber realm. When switching focus to the purely linguistic attribution it was discovered
that the literature did expand in to a range of different techniques that would be transferable into the cyber
realm. There were a number of significant questions over the academic practices used in these early works.
Suspicious practices included specifically choosing the primary texts, attributes, statistical methods and
control sets in order to get a publishable result as well as stopping analysis part way through once the
preffered result has been achieved and devising the hypothesis after the analysis has been completed. These
findings significantly damaged the field of linguistics for a considerable time and whilst the reputation of
the field was being rebuilt, the outputs dried up. Since then the field has had a resurgence and is once again a
reputable academic field under the banner of ”modern linguistics”. Unfortunately the damage was done and
the modern approach is attribute analysis on large data sets, creating of data marking points and the creation
of algorithms for the processing of the data. This is an approach that has existed in the computer science
field for a considerable amount of time and the linguistic filed has more to learn from computer science that
the other way around. As a result although a number of the attributes highlighted in the literature are of use,
the general techniques have already been applied in a cyber context.
Having considered the current techniques for traceback attribution based upon the framework laid down in
[196]. Each of the methods proposed has been analysed, considered the advantages and disadvantages of
each method, before exploring the latest developments in each method. From this analysis it was clear to
see that Forensic Linguistic attribution techniques falls within ”attacker self identification”. There were a
number of key points discovered whilst exploring the literature:
• A great number of the methods presented in academic literature appear to solve the problem of
tracing back a Distributed Denial Of Service (DDOS) attack and as such their focus is on large
scale attacks, with huge numbers of packets being traced back during the attack. Whilst DDOS does
still remain a threat, the numbers of these types of attacks are extremely small in comparison to more
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traditional hacking or the more recent trends towards ”Advanced Persistent Threats” (APT) [131].
This is unfortunate as it appears to be the primary focus of academic literature.
• A number of these technical solutions require a fundamental change to the way in which networking
and the internet works. Whilst some of these changes may be implemented in the future, there will
be a considerable amount of time before all elements of the internet become compliant, if at all.
Additionally there is the assumption that all segments of the internet will play by the same rules. This
is a massive assumption given the offensive nature of some of the activities on the internet which are
originating from states, whom have complete control over their countries infrastructure. You would
not expect an attacking state to adhere to the rules which would trace an attack back to itself. These
are clearly not viable solutions for the immediate problem.
• There has been a trend in more recent literature to extend the attribution techniques to wireless media.
This is consistent with the development of technologies moving towards RF enabled data networks.
The initial studies in this area show that there are distinctions as a result of the underlying protocols
used to control the radio’s [58]. The trend for RF based research is likely to continue as the wireless
provision continues to improve and is more widely exploited.
• It should also be noted that there are a number of commercial offerings in this area’s whose techniques
are not in open literature.
It is clear from the literature that there are still a number of issues to overcome with the attribution
problem and that research is still active in a number of areas.
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Chapter 3
Framework Development
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will document the design process in developing the proposed cyber attribution and threat actor
frameworks. There will be discussion around the design choices and ultimately an explanation of why
specific decisions were made over competing options.
3.2 Design Requirements
In order for the framework to succeed in its intended goals it must meet the requirements defined below
• The framework must be mathematically based in order to enable validation of the techniques used
• The framework should highlight intelligence gaps and suggest methods of filling those gaps
• The libraries should be complete for a specified subject area, highlighting attributes which could be
considered
• The framework should enable specialists from different areas to work together to create a more
complete attribution picture
3.3 Actor
An Actor, A, is an entity or person who is performing an action through cyber means. In its simplest form
an actor can be be thought of a series attributes which belong to that actor. Through establishing all of the
attributes that belong to an actor, or at least establishing enough attributes to uniquely identify the actor, you
will have been able to establish an identity for that actor. This identity should directly link to an individual.
A={Attributes}
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3.4 Attributes
An attribute constitutes a discrete and identifiable feature of an actor. It must be both measurable and
identifiable. Each attribute will be in the form of a tuple, as each attribute will have an associated confidence
value. The confidence value should refer to the confidence that the attribute is inherently owned by the actor,
rather than the accuracy of the attribute. For example, in the case of an IP address, it is trivial to spoof an
IP address when performing actions such as a denial of service attack. In a situation like this the IP address
is highly likely to be randomly assigned and bear no relation to the attack. If however the IP address in
question is being used by malware to beacon back to it is almost certain that the IP address is associated to
the actor and therefore is an attribute of that actor. It is almost certain that IP address being used to beacon
to is not the actors own IP address, but it is still an attribute of the actor, meaning in this case the confidence
value would be high.
The confidence value itself can be represented by any numerical value, as long as all analysts agree on a
standard prior to using the framework. A value of 1-5 (1 being low confidence, 5 being certain), a percentage
of certainty, or a number relating to a position on the uncertainty yardstick would all be suitable. For the
purposes of testing the framework the values 0-1 have been chosen, with 0.2 intervals, with 0 representing
highly unlikely and 1 representing almost certain. The default value will be 1 unless modified by the analyst.
This will form the mathematical basis of the confidence value.
A={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence
Attribute2, Attribute2Confidence, . . . }
3.4.1 Classes of Attribute
In its current format the attributes assigned to an actor can have any value of any type, whereas the
confidence value is formally defined. For the benefit of the model a number of classes of attribute must
be defined in order to allow comparative operations to be performed and assist in the analysis.
The defined classes are:
• Text String
• True False
• Integer
• Real Numbers
• IPv4
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• IPv6
Class Text String is defined as any block of alphanumerics. Examples would include an E-Mail
signature block, PGP key or a User agent ID. A string comparison would enable you to perform difference
analysis.
Class True False is defined as a single bit that can be enabled or disabled, in the form of a flag OR the
output of a truth table. Valid outputs would be True (1) or False (0).
Class True False={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence, Attribute1TrueORFalse}
Class Integer is defined as any positive or negative whole number, including 0. Examples would include
specialist character counts, W value and port numbers. It is possible that the integer class may have a range
of valid values. As an example, several texts by the actor may have been analysed by a linguistic specialist,
and a specific W value may have been defined, however a certain amount of range may be preferable. In
this situation a class integer would have the additional attributes of maximum and minimum values.
Class Integer={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence, Attribute1Minimum, Attribute1Maximum}
Suitable maximum and minimum values would be defined by the expert and would enable comparative
analysis without requiring an unreasonable amount of accuracy in the function being performed.
Analysis operations would include equals, within the range of, or above the specified value
Class Real Number is defined as any number that is expressed with a decimal element. Examples
may include version numbers, Words per sentence values and frequencies. Once again there may be a
requirement for an expert to set a range in order to perform realistic analysis.
Class Real Number={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence, Attribute1Minimum, Attribute1Maximum}
Analysis operations would include equals, within the range of, or above the specified value
Class IPv4 is defined as an IP version 4 valid IP address. This is 4 blocks of integer values between 0
and 255. Ordinarily a single IP address would be associated to and action, and therefore an actor, however
there may be occasion when an IP range is being used. On this occasion the IPv4 class would have a
netmask associated which would define the range of IP’s.
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Class IPv4={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence, Attribute1Netmask}
Analysis operations would include Equals or within the range of.
Class IPv6 constitutes a valid IP version 6 address. This is defined as eight groups of four hexadecimal
digits, each representing two octets, totalling 32 hexadecimal characters in total. Once again there may be
an IP range and thus an associated netmask.
Class IPv6={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence, Attribute1Netmask}
Analysis operations would include Equals or within the range of.
It should, with these defined classes, be possible to represent any data which could be used as an
attribute, and perform logical and systematic analysis against each attribute.
3.5 Libraries
In the current model we have an actor, A, and a series of attributes which refers to that actor. Each attribute
has an attribute of its own, confidence, and depending on the data type may have further attributes. This can
now be used to create a long list of known attributes for an actor.
A={Attribute1, Attribute1Confidence
Attribute2, Attribute2Confidence, . . . }
Whilst a valid way of defining an actor, this methodology does not however assist an analyst in
highlighting further attributes which may be considered for analysis but are missing. To resolve this issue
a series of libraries of attributes are to be created. Each library will refer to a specialist area of knowledge.
This area of knowledge should relate to a specific domain of knowledge and is likely to be developed by a
specialist expert in this area. This will then create a set of attributes relating to that domain. The advantages
of being domain specific is that they can be independent of tools, in fact multiple tools may be used to create
a fuller picture, and use multiple different theories as input (for example Yules K measure and Brunet’s W
measure are both competing hypotheses in linguistics but would both provide a valid input into the model.)
Further advantages come from the fact that as tools and techniques develop and improve, the input to the
model will improve and thus improve the overall output without modification of the model or analysis
technique.
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Initial proposed libraries are:
• Linguistic
• Operating System
• Executables
• E-Mail
• Browser
• Network
This is not a comprehensive list of all possible libraries, however this will provide enough variety to
prove the validity of this model. It is hoped that experts in other knowledge area’s develop their own
libraries and add to the model to further enrich the attribution picture and develop a truly interdisciplinary
capability.
The definition of a library is therefore, a set of attributes which are linked through a knowledge domain.
The benefit to the analyst of having a series of libraries is that, without the deep technical knowledge of the
domain they are able to populate relevant attributes based on tool inputs and therefore perform analysis and
build the attribution picture.
3.6 Framework
At this point we now have a series of independent libraries containing attributes, however there is a lack of
outlining framework in order to place each of these libraries together in order to make any further analysis
possible. Furthermore there will be a number of attributes that will crossover libraries and thus build a
more vivid attribution picture. Finally we have no verification method to test whether or not the libraries
themselves are complete, or are in fact missing attributes. In order to resolve these issues an overarching
framework is require to both place the libraries in to, as well as the attributes with the libraries. In order to
achieve this it is proposed that the OSI 7 layer model as the basis of this framework. The OSI 7 layer model
is an attempt to model all elements of networking by splitting it into different layers, each of which performs
a different function which builds to create a complete connection from one application to another. There
is criticism of the model [165] however it is a comprehensive breakdown of the networking process which,
although not perfect, has been widely accepted. Furthermore the OSI model is taught almost ubiquitously
to anybody learning about networking, and so would not need any further explanation to an analyst with
simple networking knowledge. The OSI model layers are Physical, Data Link, Network, Transport, Session,
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Presentation, and Application. This will enable the analyst to place the library and attributes in the correct
place on the framework. It will also highlight through the distribution of attributes through the model if
there are any gaps which is likely to mean that attributes are missing from the library. The OSI model
however does not provide complete coverage from a interdisciplinary perspective. This requires more than
simply analysis of the networking, and must include all of the human elements. A common addition to
the 7 layer model is an eighth layer, the User. This would be defined as an individual who is performing
actions on the network connected machine. The User will be a single person with all of the attributes of
a human. As a result the majority of the linguistic elements would fall under this layer. The User layer,
although referring to a single person, may relate to multiple digital identities. Finally we find that actions
from an actor are rarely performed as an individual and are in fact part of a larger group. In order to capture
this a ninth and final layer needs to be added which is defined as Social. The social element will refer to
a group or organisation that is acting as a collective to perform an action against a network. This captures
both real world groups as well as entirely digital constructs. Attributes that would fall in this layer would
include group name/identity etc.. as well as group specific language identified through linguistic analysis.
The final result is a 9 layer model which captures every element of the libraries and therefore all attributes.
• Social
• User
• Application
• Presentation
• Session
• Transport
• Network
• Data/Link
• Physical
3.7 Physical/Digital
The model now encompasses every element of a digital existence captured in a simple to use framework.
Whilst useful in solving the attribution problem if you limit yourself to purely the digital domain you will
never achieve actual attribution to a human operator. This is the ultimate form of attribution and is often
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Fig. 3.1. OSI + 2 model
the goal. As a result, to further enhance the model an additional dimension must be added for the physical
world. It can be argued for each digital instance a physical device must exist. This means that for every
digital attribute listed there is an equivalent real world object attached to that digital existence. In some
cases the physical device may simply be a server sat in a data centre which provides no additional benefit,
however there is also a real world person sat at a real world computer in a real world location. All of these
sit within the physical domain, have physical attributes which may assist in the ultimate identification of an
actor. As a result these must be captured by the model. This results in the final framework looking like this:
3.8 Conclusion
This now provides a working framework which can be used by experts to develop libraries. Gaps in the
libraries will be highlighted through the distribution of the attributes within the model. The libraries can then
be used by analysts to populate the model for each actor to enable the analyst to build a complete attribution
picture which can then be used to identify additional actions by the actor and/or work towards identifying
the actual identity of the actor. The framework enables co-operation between technical specialist which can
only enhance the attribution picture with a cross disciplinary approach. Finally the model is based on sound
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Fig. 3.2. OSI + 2 model, incorporating the physical world.
mathematical principles which may result in the development of new tools an techniques, but fundamentally
can be used as an analytical tool.
3.9 Development of a Threat Actor Framework
Cyber attacks against an organisation can happen in a variety of differing ways, with a huge number of
threat actors working to perform these attacks. It is impractical to list and develop a profile for every
attacker in every instance. Equally there is always the threat of a previously unknown attacker acting
against an organisation. It is therefore useful to have a number of archetype threat actors which can be used
as an indicative representation of the majority of attackers that an organisation would face.
Firstly we will assess current archetype actors that have been proposed in a number of different forums.
Each proposed threat actor will be considered for its merit, and each forum will be assessed as a whole.
Once the analysis is complete we will then examine whether or not these threat actor archetypes are used
by professionals within the cyber security industry. This will provide an understanding of their requirement
within a framework. We will consider a number of different jobs roles and interview persons currently
fulfilling these roles. Finally in a proposal of our set of threat actor archetypes and provide specific details
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as to the characteristics of each archetype.
For the development of an archetype it must be defined. Collins Dictionary defines an archetype as ”a
perfect or typical specimen” [48]. The Oxford English Dictionary states ”a very typical example of a certain
person or thing” [49]. Dictionary.com proposes ”the original pattern... from which all things of the same
kind are copied or on which they are based” [50]. It is clear that there is not one accepted definition, and that
it has differing meaning dependant upon the field under which it is being applied. For the purposes of this
report an archetype is a very typical example from which others may be classified. Furthermore to define
archetypes of threat actors on cyber systems we must also consider what a threat actor is. For the purpose
of this report a threat actor is any actor upon the cyber system that may cause damage or compromise to
those cyber systems.
The purpose of having archetypes is to have a simplified generalisation of a class to which certain attributes
may be applied. There are many uses for these generalisations. For example Microsoft uses what it
considers to be archetype windows users when developing its windows operating system. It can then assess
that the needs of each of these user types has been met. When considering cyber threat archetypes, each
archetype needs to represent a new element or angle for it to be classed as a new entry. Each archetype
should have its own characteristics which make it distinct from other entries. The majority will be attackers,
but this may not always be the case. These archetypes of threat actors should then provide a useful function
to a number of roles including, but not limited to, risk assessors, Computer Emergency Response Teams,
Cyber threat analysts and developers of standard operating procedures.
3.10 Published Threat Actors
There are a number of locations where lists of potential threat actors have been published. The primary
source discovered for this documentation was found to be risk assessment accreditation documentation. As
a standard part of a risk assessment all risks against the company must be considered. This includes threat
actors who have the potential to cause harm to the company.
3.10.1 IS1
Within the Government world the standardised risk management form is known as the IS1. This is HMG
Information Assurance Standard No 1 [1]. It is specific to government computer systems. The standard was
developed by CESG and published and is available for anyone to adopt. The result of this has been wide
spread takeup throughout the industry.
The standard itself defines a number of threat actors:
• Disaffected or dishonest employees
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• Foreign Intelligence Services
• Amateur or professional hacker
• Virus and other malware writers
• Terrorist
• Investigative journalist
• Commercial Competitors
• Political Pressure groups/Activists
• Organised Criminal Groups
These specific terms are not defined within the documentation as they are only indicative of the threat
actors. The standard goes further than simply listing the threat actors, stating that each of these can be
classified under a number of ”families” of threat. The families break down as follows:
• System and Service Users
◦ Privilidged User (PU)
◦ Normal User (NU)
◦ Service Consumer (SC)
◦ Shared Service Suscriber (SSS)
• Direct Connections
◦ Information Exchange Partner (IEP)
◦ Service Provider (SP)
• Indirect Connections
◦ Indirect Connection (IC)
• Supply Chain
◦ Supplier (SUP)
◦ Handler (HAN)
• Physical Present
◦ Privilidged User (PU)
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◦ Normal User (NU)
◦ Bystander(BY)
◦ Person Within Range (PWR)
◦ Physical Intruder (PI)
A Privileged User (PU) is someone who has the capability to legitimately install and modify
applications, services, equipment and security defences. These would be commonly known as
Administrators.
A Normal User (NU) is a legitimate user of the system who has no special privilidges.
A Service Consumer (SC) is someone who uses the services which you offer. This may or may not be a
service for which the consumer must be registered. An example would be a website service.
A Shared Service Subscriber (SSS) would only apply when you are using a service that is critical to your
operations, but that service is also used legitimately by other parties who may affect your supply of that
service. An example would be the power grid. The Shared Service Subscriber would be other customers of
the national grid whose actions could affect the service supply to you.
An Information Exchange Partner (IEP) is a partner with whom you share data as part of your business
function. This data sharing may be through a physical connection or through media exchange. You are
reliant on the integrity of the data being shared.
A Service Provider (SP) is someone who provides a service to you. This would include power,
communications, databases, internet access, web-hosting etc.
An Indirectly Connected (IC) threat is someone who is attacking the network from an external location.
This covers any connection from the internet.
A Supplier (SUP) is anybody within the supply chain who provides, maintains or otherwise has access to
software or equipment.
A Handler (HAN) is anybody who has legitimate reason to have physical access to the equipment, however
does not have any user access. This can include people who test equipment, repair equipment, dispose of
obsolete equipment or generally transport equipment.
A Bystander (BY) is someone who is authorised to be in the same location as the equipment but has no
requirement to handle the equipment in any way.
A Person Within Range (PWR) is anybody within range of the electronic emanations of equipment, who
may be able to receive, interfere with or disrupt the correct emanations.
A Physical Intruder (PI) is someone who has no legitimate reason to be the area, who now has access to
equipment.
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It is clear that the IS1 provides a comprehensive list of threat actors in a well thought out structure. This
level of depth may be considered to deep for some considering cyber security, as it includes a number of
physical elements which are regularly left out of cyber security planning.
3.10.2 JSP440
Joint Service Publication 440 (JSP440) is the restricted security manual for the Ministry Of Defence [2].
It is a comprehensive document of security procedures which includes within it a number of threat actors.
It should be noted that this document goes far beyond cyber security, including a number of elements that
are not relevant to the question in hand. As a result not all of the threat actors suggest are relevant. The
example list of potential attackers within JSP440 includes:
• System Users without the necessary clearance level for the data
• System Users without the necessary Special Access Approval
• System Users with no need to know the data
• Maintenance Staff
• Cleaners
• Journalists
• Investigators
• Third Party Contractors
• Foreign Intelligence Services or their agents
• Terrorists
• Extremists
• Competitors
These threat actors are not fully defined within the document, however they are fairly self explanatory.
The document also focuses heavily on the number of potential attackers who may attempt to breach your
systems. The theory is the greater the number of adversaries, the greater the potential that one of them will
breach your security. It should be noted that this document is due to be superseded.
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3.10.3 ICS-CERT
ICS-CERT is the Industrial Control Systems - Computer Emergency Response Team. This is an American
public funded body whose mission it is to secure the countries Critical National Infrastructure (CNI). They
provide a number of resources for the development of a secure cyber strategy which include with it a list of
cyber threat actors. This list is as follows:
• Bot-Network Operators
• Criminal Groups
• Foreign Intelligence Services
• Hackers
• Insiders
• Phishers
• Spammers
• Spyware/Malware Authors
• Terrorist
Bot-Net Operators are defined as hackers who take over multiple machines in order to coordinate
attacks.
Criminal Groups are defined as groups of attackers who seek to breach systems for monetary gain.
Foreign Intelligence Services use cyber tools to engage in information gathering and espionage activities.
Hackers are defined as anyone who breaks into networks for the thrill of the challenge or bragging rights
within the hacker community.
Insiders are anyone within your own organisation who target your systems to gain unauthorised access to
restricted information or cause damage to your systems. This is listed as the greatest source of computer
crime.
Phishers are defined as anybody who executes a phishing attack in an attempt to steal identities or
information for monetary gain.
Spammers distribute unsoliceted e-mail.
Spyware/Malware authors carry out attacks against an organisation with the intent infecting the host
machine.
Terrorist seek to destroy, incapacitate or exploit critical infrastructure in order to threaten national security,
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cause mass casualties and damage public morale.
The list originated from the Government Accountability Office (GOA), Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) and was originally floated within the ”Role In Critical Infrastructue Protection (CIP)
Cybersecurity”.[113]. This list has been widely adopted within America and as a result has greatly
influenced considerations here.
3.11 Use Cases
Having considered the literature in this area we will now assess to what extent the literature is actually
applied within industry. To perform this assessment a number of individuals within cyber security related
jobs whom may have a requirement for the use of archetype threat actors have been interviewed. A number
of job roles have been targeted across a number of sectors. In each case their function within the organisation
and experience has been listed. A brief explanation as to what their job function entails with regards to how
they use archetype threat actors. Finally a list of the actors which they use within their job function as well
as their interpretation of that archetype. All interviewee’s agreed to contribute on the understanding that
they and the companies for which they work for remain anonymous.
3.11.1 Banking Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst
The Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst interviewed has been in post with the bank for approximately one
year, however prior to this position he worked in threat analysis of physical systems and locations, with
around 10 years experience in that role. The role involves a large amount of horizon scanning and open
source intelligence gathering to provide in depth intelligence on current threats against the organisation.
The level of depth on these reportings goes far beyond the scope of an archetype actor. Initial reports
however are graded under on of the following headings;
• Script Kiddie
• Criminal Hacker
• Organised Criminal Gang
• Hacktivist
• Security Researcher
• Insider Threat
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A script kiddie was defined as a low skilled hacker who had a limited number of tool that they don’t fully
understand. The script kiddie would attempt to use a tool and quickly loose interest if the attack didn’t work.
If they did manage a breach then they would boast about it in certain forums but were unlikely to do much
damage. The criminal hacker was more advanced in their understanding of the tools and more persistent
in there use. Should the criminal hacker gain entry their aim was to extract money. Organised criminal
gangs were distinguished by the very fact that they are organised. Their attempts would be carefully co-
ordinated such that multiple attacks would happen at the same time in an orchestrated manor. Should a
weakness be found this would be exploited by the entire group very quickly, showing good communication
skills. A hacktivist is an individual or group who through disruption attempt to raise the profile of their own
cause. It maybe that they are actively targeting the bank or simply they have found an exploit that will work
and we are a high value target that will get a lot of publicity. Unlike the previous hackers, hacktivist are
extremely noisy in their attacks. The security researcher was defined as an individual who performs unique
attacks for personal achievement. The attacks tend to be extremely innovative. The security researchers
themselves tend to fall into two broad categories; Those who do it to gain notoriety and therefore publish
without disclosure, and those who are more professional, conform to ethical disclosure and are not after the
fame element. The security researcher category primarily arose from the horizon scanning element of the
interviewee’s work. Finally insider threat was defined as any employee of the bank who was deemed to be
releasing too much information. Once again this refers to open source intelligence scanning effort.
3.11.2 Banking Chief Information Risk Officer
This interviewee is the Chief Information Risk Officer (CIRO) for a national bank with 22 years of
experience in the industry. It should be stated that this is a different bank from the previous interviewee. He
took an entirely different approach when considering the threat against his company. Due to the massive
complexities in the current supply chain for his company he argued that the system was too complex to
properly map and therefore manage. He argued that the underlying problem is that he is no longer in control
of his company data, as there is too much reliance on external contractors and service providers over which
he has little control. Rather than considering specific archetypes actor working against his company and all
of his suppliers he classed the types of risk under specific headings. The headings are ranked in increasing
impact and risk. The heading are;
• Disruption
• Fraud/Theft
• Destruction
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• Brand
Against each of these headings he mapped the internal and external risks. Some of these risks are what
I would consider Archetypes, where as some of the risks are specific attack types. This is indicative of the
final result;
Disruption Fraud/Theft Destruction Brand
External DDOS Organised crime Cyber Warfare Reputational damage
Internal Insider Threat Data Theft Disgruntled Employee Data Leak
As the majority of these were risks rather than threat actors definitions were not sought.
3.11.3 Defence Contractor Emergency Response Team
The Defence Contractor interviewed was a member of his organisations Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT). His role is to respond to current and ongoing attacks to perform immediate mitigation. There
is then a secondary phase where evidence is collected so that the event can be analysed at a later date and
changes to standard operating procedures can be applied to stop the same thing happening again. Due to
the sensitive nature of the businesses for whom he works, evidence is never collected to a legal standard,
and the attackers are never prosecuted. When asked about the threat actors that he considers as part of an
incident he responded that as a first response is to assess the skill level of the attacker. Very broadly these
are split into four categories;
• Script Kiddie
• Criminal Hacker
• Organised Crime
• State or State Sponsored
A script kiddie was defined as an attacker who had access to a number of off the shelf tools and had
some capacity to use them. They may have quite honed skills on a selection of tools, but have a limited
selection at their disposal. They are very uncomfortable outside of their area of knowledge and regularly
make silly mistakes.
A criminal hacker was defined as an individual who a refined skill set to perform an attack however they
work as an individual. The skill level would be on par with that of a professional penetration tester. They
have a capability of using a wide range of tools and selecting the best tool for a specific job. They are
also capable of creating simple scripts and modify tools from their original specification to meet their
current needs. Organised Criminals were defined as groups of skilled individuals working together towards
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a common goal. Because there are a number of individuals involved, the skill level of any particular
individual within a specific area can be extremely high, as opposed to a criminal hacker who has to be
”jack of all trades”. Organised criminals tend to do a great deal of intelligence gathering before an attack
is attempted, and can change attack styles very quickly. Ultimately the organised criminal will want some
kind of pay off so will limit the resources of an attack to what they expect the pay off to be. Finally the State
or State Sponsored attackers were defined to be groups of highly skilled and highly motivated individuals
with almost unlimited resources to carry out an attack. The attacks are performed over extended periods of
time and can be highly sophisticated in their approach. These attackers are often referred to as Advanced
Persistent Threats (APT) although the interviewee did not like this term. The goal of this type of attacker
is long term compromise of the network to enable any future operations, and the continuous gathering of
intelligence.
It is clear from the definitions provided that the motivation behind an attack is not considered important
to the Computer Emergency Response Team. With this broad brush approach to skill level, a very quick
assessment can be performed and the output will dictate the level of response from the CERT. The ultimate
aim of the CERT to provide the correct response for the threat. The secondary phase of evidence collection
feeds back intelligence of what indicators to consider to make that initial assessment in the future.
3.11.4 Government Risk Assessor
The Government Risk Assessor who was interviewed is a contractor on a major government project. They
are currently involved in the design and delivery of a major government network. Within this job role he is
creating the documentation, performing the risk assessments and developing the Cyber Security Operations
Centre (CSOC) capability. He is formally accredited as a CLAS consultant.
When considering threat actors he refers to the Government Accountability Offices (GOA), Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) list. For the purposes of creating a risk assessment this is a perfectly adequate
list. The list includes;
• Bot-Network Operators
• Criminal Groups
• Foreign Intelligence Services
• Hackers
• Insiders
• Phishers
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• Spammers
• Spyware/Malware Authors
• Terrorist
This list has been covered in depth earlier in this report and will not be expanded upon here. The
interviewee stated that this was the list that was used for the creation of the risk assessment literature. He
also stated that this is the rough outline that the CSOC would be using although they would hold much more
accurate intelligence records on individual threats. The CSOC is a continuously developing capability and
whilst the current list will continue to be used, there will always be an attempt for improvement.
3.12 Proposed Archetype Actors
Having considered all of the documentation and how this documentation has been interpreted within a
number of real world examples the archetype threat actors that will be used for the framework will now
be presented. In each case the actor has a title, given an in depth description and then provided a table of
highlights with the key characteristics of that archetype actor. Where possible standard threat actor names
have been used and keep the same meaning to avoid confusion.
3.12.1 Script Kiddie
A Script Kiddie is an unskilled hacker who has access to a limited number of off the shelf hacking tools.
They may show some skill in the use of those tools but lack an overall understanding of how the tools
actually work. They can be prone to making silly mistakes. If an action doesn’t work they quickly get
bored and move on to try something else. Their actions may appear random to an observer, as they try new
tools without understanding what they do.
Actor Script Kiddie
Skill Low
Perseverance Low
Motivation Low
Characteristics Little understanding leads to silly mistakes. Uses off the
shelf tools
Table 3.1. Script Kiddie
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3.12.2 Hacker
A hacker has progressed beyond the skill level of a script kiddie and can now use a wide variety of tools
with some competency. They could be as proficient as a professional penetration tester. Very few mistakes
are made during an attack. The hacker is able to move beyond simple tools and develop their own scripts.
A criminal hackers motivation is money, so as long as the attack will harvest monetary value beyond the
perceived effort the attacker will continue. The non-criminal hacker will be motivated by the thrill of the
chase and the bragging rights within their community should the attack succeed. Higher value targets will
hold greater bragging rights and thus the perseverance will increase.
Actor Hacker
Skill Med
Perseverance Med
Motivation Money/Thrill of the chase and bragging rights
Characteristics skilled in a number of tools. Able to develop their own
scripts.
Table 3.2. Hacker
3.12.3 Organised Crime
Organised crime groups of skilled individuals working together towards a common goal. The aim is to
monetise the attack, so whilst the attack is deemed to be cost effective the criminal gang will continue their
attack. The gang will work as a team, meaning that there are a number of highly skilled professionals
within the team with their own specialisms. There is a great deal of intelligence gathering performed before
an attack is attempted. The teams are well organised and can change an attack vector extremely quickly,
reacting to information each other finds.
Actor Organised Crime
Skill High
Perseverance Med
Motivation Money
Characteristics Good teamwork. Fast adapting.
Table 3.3. Organised Crime
3.12.4 State or State Sponsored
A state or state sponsored hacker will have almost unlimited resources at there disposal. They can work in
teams extremely effectively. Some of the attacks can be extremely sophisticated, even implementing never
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before seen attack vectors. The aim of current attacks is to obtain a foothold in a network and exfiltrate
information, ideally without being noticed. A huge amount of intelligence can be gathered against an
organisation before any physical attack has even begun. The attacks are designed to last for the long term.
At the moment state action is focused on intelligence gathering, but that is not to say that in the future there
will not be an offensive attack.
Actor State or State Sponsored
Skill High
Perseverance High
Motivation Exfiltration of intelligence, Potentially offensive attack
Characteristics Highly sophisticated attacks aimed at long term
compromise and exfiltration of intelligence
Table 3.4. State of State sponsored
3.12.5 Hacktivist
A Hacktivist is a hacker who uses their skills to put forward their own political views. The attacker could
be of any skills capability, but that vast majority are very low skilled. Often the focus of the attack is on
disruption in the form of DDOS or defacement.
Actor Hacktivist
Skill Varies
Perseverance Low-Med
Motivation To further their own political views.
Characteristics Attacks aimed to further their political views. Attack is
usually in the form of a DDOS.
Table 3.5. Hacktivist
3.12.6 Security Researcher
A security researcher will use their skill to find an exploit new vulnerabilities. A researcher will often focus
on a specific area and so be extremely skilled within their own field. Security researchers broadly fall in
to two groups; Those who do it for the challenge and abide by ethical disclosure or those who do it for the
notoriety and publish unpatched vulnerabilities to say they got there first.
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Actor Security Researcher
Skill High
Perseverance High
Motivation Prove their own skill/ gain notoriety
Characteristics Extremely highly skilled in a specific area of interest.
Table 3.6. Security Researcher
3.12.7 Insider Threat
Insider Threat is anybody working within the organisation who then causes some form of compromise to
the systems. This area is too large for a single heading and thus it has been split into a number of threat
actors under the branch of insider threat.
3.12.7.1 Normal User
A Normal User would not ordinarily perform an attack on the network however a disgruntled employee
with normal user access could cause damage through abusing this access. Attacks could include data theft,
intentional introduction of a virus. Any attack will normally occur just before the employee involved quits.
Actor Unprivileged User
Skill Low
Perseverance Low
Motivation Frustration against the company/ Bribery
Characteristics A disgruntled employee may obtain as much data as
possible before leaving.
Table 3.7. Unpriliged User
3.12.7.2 Privileged User
An administrator has the capability of having a much greater impact on a network if they become
disgruntled. They can perform the same attacks as a normal user (although they may have greater access
to data), but beyond this they may reduce the security provisioning through disabling or removing critical
programs. As an administrator their skill capability is likely to be much greater than that of an ordinary
user. An administrator is also likely to have greater capability to cover their tracks.
3.12.7.3 WIMP
A WIMP stands for Well Intentioned but Misguided Person. This has become an accepted term for any
actor who had no intention of causing a compromise, but through their actions has caused an issue. These
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Actor Privileged user
Skill High
Perseverance low
Motivation Frustration against the company/ Bribery
Characteristics A disgruntled employee may obtain as much data as
possible before leaving.
Table 3.8. Priviledged User
actions could be intentional or unintentional. For example a WIMP may connect a USB memory stick to a
system that has been infected with a virus. They had no intention of causing any damage to the system but
through their actions the system has become infected. Equally the action may be intentional but the WIMP
feels that it must be done in order to get on with their job. For example a company may have a policy which
greatly restricts the number of websites which they are able to visit. The WIMP may feel that they need
access to a greater range of websites within their job function and so they use an external proxy service
that encrypts the traffic to them in order to get around the filter. Because that traffic is encrypted the usual
security scanning systems for internet traffic are unable to function.
Because the actor at work in this case is unintentional, it is highly unlikely that they will use advanced
techniques. It is usually that something is restricting their way of working and they are attempting to find
a way around this. If the bypass takes longer than the current method then there is no point in using the
bypass, and so not a great deal of effort will be put into finding a method that works.
Actor WIMP (Well Intentioned but Misguided Person
Skill Low
Perseverance Low
Motivation Med
Characteristics An employee attempting to do their job bypassing
security protocol
Table 3.9. WIMP
3.12.7.4 Bystander
Someone with authorised physical access but no actual user access to the systems. A typical example
would be a cleaner or security guard. There are a number of attacks that can be performed with physical
access including the ”evil maid attack”, installation of a keylogger or physical theft of a data device. These
employees are low paid and may be open to bribery.
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Actor Bystander
Skill Low
Perseverance Low
Motivation low
Characteristics Opportunistic attack
Table 3.10. Bystander
3.12.7.5 Contractor
A contractor is not a standard member of staff, but may require access to your systems to perform their
job function. Depending on the circumstances it is highly likely that the vetting of contractor staff is as
high as an ordinary member of staff. Also it is a well known attack vector to embed contractors within an
organisation that they wish to attack. The contractor can be of any skill level.
Actor Contractor
Skill Varies
Perseverance Low
Motivation Med
Characteristics Short term insider threat.
Table 3.11. Contractor
3.12.8 Supply Chain
A compromise within the supply chain can be almost impossible to detect. Any individual component may
have been compromised, right back to the factory state. Supply chains are long and complicated and almost
impossible to follow back to source in a complex system.
Actor Supply Chain
Skill High
Perseverance High
Motivation Low
Characteristics Almost impossible to detect
Table 3.12. Supply Chain
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Chapter 4
Library Development
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will document the design process in developing a library for use in conjunction with the
framework model, as well as showing the implemented libraries overlayed on the framework. It was
highlighted through the literature review and in the the creation of the libraries that there was very little
research performed on the attributes at a physical level. This is probably due to the localised nature of
physical attributes, and the global nature of cyber attribution. Never the less there will be situations where
physical attributes can be detected and will add to the overall attribution picture. The fact that this weakness
was highlighted by the framework already verifies that the intended goal of ”highlighting intelligence gaps”
has worked successfully.
4.2 Design Requirements
The libraries should be developed by an expert in their respective field. An individual library will be a
collection of attributes relating to a tool or technology. Each attribute must have a clear description to
explain what the attribute relates to. The expert will pick the best data type for each attribute. The expert
may set confidence values based on experience. In a normal use case it is likely that the library contents will
be completed by an operator of the tool or technology, and then passed to an analyst to build the complete
attribution picture. The analyst will therefore obtain multiple libraries of information, collate the data,
developing links where possible, and then perform further analysis on the data. Part of this analysis will be
to see if two libraries can be conjoined to create a greater picture. As a result it is essential that the same
attribute in different libraries must share a common name to enable the link to be created by the analyst. A
simple example could be an IP address that has been detected by two different tools. This would enable us
to add the attributes of both tools which will now provide a much richer picture.
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In order for the library system to work it must meet the requirements defined below
• A library will refer to an individual technology or tool
• A library should be complete of all possible attributes for a specific tool or technology, to highlight
intelligence gaps
• The same attribute in different libraries must share a common name/number
4.3 Designing a Library
The focus on development of a library is to capture all of the possible attributes that it is possible to extract
from a tool or technology. The attribute must be something that is adjustable or has variance. This variance
may be the result of a conscious decision, such as a user changing a setting, or it may be an unconscious
decision, such as a setting the user is unaware of being left in its default position. It is hoped that if all of
the attributes are collected then a unique fingerprint will be discovered, that can be tracked. The following
process should be followed when developing a library:
• Create a list of all possible attributes for a tool or library
• Allocate each attribute against a layer of the model
• Check to see if the attribute appears in another library
• Use OR create attribute ID
• Assign attribute UID
• Provide an attribute name
• Assign a confidence value
• Assign a attribute type
• Add the attribute description
The expert should create a list of all possible attributes that are detectable within the tool or technology
that they are expert on. The expert is expected to assess each layer of the framework in turn and allocate the
relevant attributes. As with any model there are limitations so the expert will have to select the best fit for the
attribute within the model. Once the list is complete all existing libraries must be consulted to see if there is
already that attribute contained within them. This will dictate the UID (unique Identification Number) that
each attribute will be allocated. The UID value is a unique identification for a specific attribute. The UID
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is made up of three elements. The first element refers to the Library from which it is belongs. The second
element refers to the layer of the model in which the attribute sits. This enables easy merging from multiple
libraries. Finally the third element is an individual attribute identifier. Should multiple libraries include the
same attribute then the same they will share the same attribute ID value (but would have different library
ID numbers). As an example 3.5.17 would relate to library 3, layer 5, attribute 17. Now that each attribute
has an entry the next stage is to allocate the confidence value, attribute type, attribute description and where
applicable, allocate Minimum, Maximum or specialist values (such as fixed values or netmasks) for every
attribute.
This entire process can be simplified to the following flow diagram:
Fig. 4.1. Flow diagram for the creation of a library.
There are several advantages to this proposed method. From a development perspective this enables
multiple experts to work together to build a single library, as each attribute is individually addressed. If
a tool or technology is modified or updated it is easy to add to the library, creating a new UID for each
new attribute. This will not not break the model. There is obviously clear scope for adding new libraries,
making the model almost infinitely expandable and allowing the model to grow as new technologies and
tools emerge. From an analyst perspective, with the numbering system employed by the attributes it is
now easy to merge populated libraries to create an actor of multiple libraries. Comparison operations can
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be performed on both attributes and libraries, and assist an analyst in deciding if the there is correlation
between two libraries and/or actors.
4.4 Development of a library
As a demonstration of the process a library will now be created. It has been highlighted that there is
currently a gap in the physical area of the framework. Several technologies exist within this layer which
would by suitable for attribution analysis and could be incorporated into the framework. Examples would
include Ethernet cabling (Both cat 5 and cat 6 would produce a library), fibre optic cabling and wireless
technologies. For the purpose of demonstration wireless technologies will be analysed, focusing on the
IEEE 802.11 standards. These are commonly referred to as home internet wireless. IEEE 802.11 is actually
a set of standards dating back to July 1999 [3]. For the purpose of showing the development process a
single standard will be used, however the process would be the same for all of the standards and any other
library that is developed. In this example the 802.11g standard will be analysed. It must be stated that all of
the measurements are based entirely on passive monitoring techniques and not compromising the wireless
network security in order to remain within the confines of the law.
4.4.1 List all possible attributes
The first stage is to list all of the possible attributes that could be monitored passively on the 802.11g system.
This is where the expert knowledge will really be of benefit, as there may be attributes that are a result of
circumstances within the system rather than a feature of the technology. For each attribute in the example
a rational behind the choice will be given. Ultimately the attributes have been place in the table ready for
completion. This library has been developed from a full analysis of the standard [3] and an understanding
of the signals processes involved.
4.4.1.1 RF elements
Fundamentally within the physical realm we are considering the Radio Frequencies being used for the
transmission of data. These RF broadcasts can be measured in multiple ways. Each of these measurements
will be an attributes
4.4.1.1.1 Amplitude The amplitude is a physical property of the wave being broadcast. It is
fundamentally linked to the power of the broadcast. It can be manipulated to encode data. It is expected at
a set distance from the source the amplitude will be a set size (the amplitude decreases with distance from
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the source). As a result when you combine this information with a direction of travel it should be possible
to estimate the location of the source. This is critical in discovering the physical location of an actor. The
amplitude will be affected by a change in default power or a damaged antenna.
4.4.1.1.2 Frequency, Channels and Bandwidth The frequency will be the broadcast frequency that
is being used for transmission. Due to it being an 802.11g device this will fall within the 2.4GHz band.
By default the band is split into 14 channels, however country restrictions may limit the channels that are
available. This restriction is usually applied within the firmware of the router. The channels are officially
defined as having a bandwidth of 22MHz, however in in real world deployments this is normally set to
20MHz. This variance makes it a useful attribute as this is built into the router itself and not within the
control of the user, so they are unable to manipulate it from a deception perspective. There is however
enough variance across multiple manufacturers for detection. Because the frequency in use is actually an
allocation of bandwidth the measurement has to be the frequency centre. Due to the cheap commercial
hardware in use there is always some variance in the chips produced and this can result in frequency centre
drift which is detectable as an attribute. The table below shows the channel, frequency centre and channel
default bandwidth.
Channel Frequency Center Bandwidth (MHz)
1 2412 22
2 2417 24
3 2422 22
4 2427 22
5 2432 22
6 2437 22
7 2442 22
8 2447 22
9 2452 22
10 2457 17
11 2462 22
12 2467 22
13 2472 22
14 2477 22
4.4.1.1.3 Phase The phase is another fundamental property of an RF transmission and may be used to
encode data.
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4.4.1.1.4 Polarisation The polarisation of the signal is the ”direction” of the broadcast in 3 dimensional
space. This is heavily influenced on the direction of the antenna in use. The orientation of the antenna, if
not built into the router, is the decision of the user. Ordinarily a user would place the antenna straight up. If
there is any angle to this it would be detectable. Additionally if there are multiple antenna’s in use by the
router it is possible to detect this.
4.4.1.1.5 Modulation The modulation is how the RF signal is manipulated in order to encode data. In
the 802.11g system there are three possible modulation methods available; CCK, DSSS and OFDM. CCK,
Complementary Code Keying, is included in the standard to enable backwards comparability to the 802.11b
standard. As a result it only offers speeds at 5.5 and 11 Mbps. DSSS, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
and OFDM, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing methods can be combined in differing ways to
get a range of different speeds.
Modulation Techniques Use Data Rates (Mbps)
DSSS and CCK Mandatory 1, 2, 5.5, 11
OFDM Mandatory 6,9,12,18,24,36,48,54
DSSS and PBCC (coding) Optional 1,2,5.5,11,22,33
DSSS and OFDM Optional 6,9,12,18,24,36,48,54
The critical point to note is the modulation techniques available result in different data rates. The
available data rates are broadcast as a part of the beacon packet, a so it is possible to tell which modulation
techniques are available on the router. More interestingly are situations where you can detect a specific
modulation technique being used however not all of the data rates are offered. This can be an indication
of firmware version. Another benefit of this attribute is that we have a set of discrete values which we can
define in the library. These are :1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 18, 22, 24, 33, 36, 48, 54.
4.4.1.2 Frames
The physical radio waves are being used to encode data. In 802.11g the data is put into frames. There are
a number of different varieties of frames with different roles however in a purely passive system it is only
possible to capture the beacon frames. These are the frames that are broadcast by the wireless router to
advertise its presence and the associated information required to enable a connection. Through the analysis
of the frame contents it is possible to extract a number of attributes that may be used.
4.4.1.2.1 Beacon interval and Timing between beacons The Beacon Interval is the time between
beacon broadcasts. This is a value given in ”time units” (TU). 1 time unit is 1024 microseconds. A default
value of 100TU = 102.4 milliseconds. From an attribute perspective it is of interest if the value is something
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other than the default of 100TU or if there is a discrepancy between the broadcast value and the recorded
value in transmission. With the limited resources available on a wireless router there can be imperceivable
delays in broadcast which are measurable. If the system is under stress then it is highly likely to be in use
at the time which is critical information for a law enforcement agency.
4.4.1.2.2 Timestamp This is the time in milliseconds since the router was last powered off. This might
provide useful supplementary information. For example if the router brand is known, a new firmware has
been released for the device, however the time stamp dictates that the router has not been restarted in months
then it is clear the the router is running the previous firmware version.
4.4.1.2.3 Capability Information The capability Information is actually a series of flags that can be
set. Each flag will represent an attribute. The flags are:
• Immediate Block Ack not allowed
• Delayed Block Ack not allowed
• DSSS-OFDM is not allowed
• Radio measurement
• APSD is not supported
• G Mode short slot time 20 microseconds
• QoS is not supported
• Spectrum management is disabled
• Channel Agility Not Used
• PBCC not allowed
• Short Preamble not allowed
• Privacy disabled
• CF Poll not requested
• CF Not pollable
• Not an IBSS type network
• ESS Type network
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4.4.1.2.4 SSID The SSID is the primary user defined field. This is the name of the wireless network that
is broadcast and human readable. This can be any ASCII value upto 32 characters in length.
4.4.1.2.5 Supported Data Rates This was discussed at length previously. The advertised data rates can
be compared to the modulation techniques in use. Also the range of offered data rates may be unique from
the subset of:1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 18, 22, 24, 33, 36, 48, 54.
4.4.2 Optional elements of a beacon frame
All other elements of the beacon frame are optional. As a result there inclusion or lack of inclusion is an
attribute in itself, as well as any values that have been set.
4.4.2.0.1 FH Parameter This is a legacy option only used by frequency hopping networks.
4.4.2.0.2 DS Parameter This is only present if the beacon is sent using a data rate of 1 or 2 MBps.
4.4.2.0.3 CF parameters These are co-ordinations Function Parameters which are used in conjunction
with the Point Co-ordination Function. In reality these are never set in a real world deployment.
4.4.2.0.4 TIM TIM or Traffic Indication Map, is a method a router can use to inform a network that it
has buffered broadcast messages
4.4.2.0.5 Country The country information broadcast is based on a country code. Additional
information is broadcast including all of the channels that are available and the maximum broadcast power
allowed on each channel.
4.4.2.0.6 FH Parameters and Pattern Table Once again this refers to Frequency Hopping and is a
legacy capability that is not used on a modern router.
4.4.2.0.7 ERP Information ERP’s are Extended Rate Physicals, and relate to methods of enhancing
throughput. These are only available if the router supports it and there are no other interfering stations. This
parameter dictates if ERP is enabled or not.
4.4.2.0.8 Extended Supported Rates This is an optional area which is only used if the router support
more than 8 different data rates. The additional data rates that could not fit in the mandatory element of the
beacon are placed here.
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4.4.2.0.9 RSN The RSN element is the Robust Secure Network and provides information on the types
of security that are in place on the network and any required settings. As a result there are several elements
to the RSN settings which would count as attributes.
Element ID One byte in length, the element ID is the identifying the type of data to follow. In the
case of RSN this is always 48. This means that it is not a suitable attribute.
Length One byte in length, this is the overall length of the RSN element. This will vary depending
upon the PMK and Cipher Suites in use.
Version The version refers to the RSN version and is almost certainly 1, however it has the potential
of being any numerical value stored by a byte.
Group Cipher Suite The Group Cipher Suite value fundamentally dictates the types of encryption
that are available on an access point during broadcast and multicast transmissions. By default it will always
offer the strongest encryption method first. The following are valid cipher values in order of strength, with
the strongest method first:
• 00-0F-AC-04 (CCMP)
• 00-0F-AC-02 (TKIP)
• 00-0F-AC-03 (WRAP)
• 00-0F-AC-05 (WEP-104)
• 00-0F-AC-01 (WEP-40
Pairwise Cipher Suite Count The count dictates the number of Cipher’s that are being offered by the
access point for unicast transmissions.
Pairwise Cipher Suite This is cipher suite which is used for unicast broadcast. The same ciphers are
available and once again the default is the strongest method.
Authentication Suite Count This count dictates the number of authentication methods that are
offered by the access point. Currently this is a maximum of three.
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Authentication Suite This is a list of the authentication methods that are available within the access
platform. The number of entries here are dictated by the Authentication Suite Count. Possible values are:
• 00-0F-AC-01 (802.1X)
• 00-0F-AC-02 (PSK)
• 00-0F-AC-03 (FT Over 802.1X)
RSN Capabilities This is another flag area of 16 bits, providing an attribute for every flag.
• Reserved (0-1
• Extended Key ID for individually addressed frames (2)
• PBAC not supported (3)
• SPP A-MSDU Required not allowed (4)
• SPP A-MSDU Capable not supported (5)
• PeerKer Handshake Not Supported (6)
• Reserved (7)
• Managment Frame Protection Capable (8)
• Manament Frame Protection Required (9)
• GTKSA Replay Counter (10-11)
• PTSKA Replay Counter (12-13)
• Does not support ”No Pairwise” (14)
• Does not support Pre Authentication (15)
PMK Count The PMK count dictates the number of stored Pairwise Master Keys. This is a caching
option to increase the speed of authentications as the EAP exchange does not need to take place.
PMK List This is a list of identifiers for Pairwise Master Keys that have been cached. This negates
the need for an EAP exchange to swap PMK’s. The number of identifiers in the list is stated by the PMK
count.
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4.4.2.1 802.11g Attributes
This concludes the attributes that can be detected through passive means based on the 802.11g standard.
For verification purposes this list could be checked by additional experts to highlight any errors. It is
recommended however that this is performed after the next step.
4.4.3 Apply each attribute to a layer on the model
Now that all attributes have been listed, the next step in the process is to allocate them against the model,
highlighting the layer in which they fit. For this purpose all attributes will be placed in the table and allocated
a layer. The layer number has been placed in the UID, as it will form a part of the UID identification.
Additionally the data types and valid attributes have
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Due to the legal restrictions of passive analysis it is not possible to proceed beyond the Data layer. As a
result no further layers can be populated. It would be at this point in which other experts could be consulted
to assess if all attributes have been captured. Additionally, with the allocation against the model it should
highlight where the bulk of attributes sit and therefore any weaknesses with the current attribute set, which
may be an indication of missed attributes.
4.4.4 Check attributes in existing libraries and apply UID
At this point the process is to check existing libraries for attributes which also exist within them. This would
enable the correct UID to be allocated. On this occasion there are no attributes to be found in other libraries
as the library is being created to fill an intelligence gap. This means that new UIDS can be created. The
last number for each layer must be looked up from the last created library. In this case there are no layer
1 attributes, so numbering can start from 1, however there are layer 2 attributes and so numbering must
start at 15. Finally to create the complete UID the library must be numbered, in this case the next available
number is 8. With this information the table is populated.
4.4.5 Apply attribute type
Each attribute listed is now allocated an attribute type to ensure that the data being inputted is valid for
the type of attribute. In addition to validation it will enable certain search and mathematical functions to
be performed on the data. For example if there is a search for an IP address within a specified range, it is
important that the data is interpreted in the form of an IP address. The defined types as explained in the
previous chapter are:
• Text String
• Integer
• Real Numbers
• IPv4
• IPv6
In addition to attribute types there may be further restrictions to the data inputs. In this example the
offered data rates would be an example of where further restrictions would apply. Whilst any integer would
be valid data input there are a limited number of actual figures (1, 2, 5.5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 18, 22, 24, 33, 36,
48, 54). These are placed into the valid attribute section. This will enable more accurate functions to be
developed for those attributes.
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4.4.6 Completed 802.11g Library (8)
The result of the above process results in a completed library. It is now available for an operator to populate
with data as they detect threat actors in order to pass on the information to an intelligence analyst. It is then
the analysts job to link the library feeds to develop an overall threat actor picture.
Fig. 4.2. 802.11g Library Coverage
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4.5 Further libraries implemented
Now that the library creation process has been demonstrated, the process has been applied to create develop
several other libraries covering a range of technologies or tools. These have been created through analysis
of the literature and extracting the attributes. In each case the literature used has been explained and where
gaps in the library have been identified through use of the model, multiple sources have been used. The
following libraries have been developed to prove the concepts of the model:
• IPv4
• Browser Attributes
• Executables
• E-Mail
• Linguistic
• Physical World
4.5.1 IPv4 (1)
The IP address is the primary method of recognition in any cyber incident. Although it is relatively easy to
falsify the IP address through a system of proxies, ultimately that IP address is still an artefact of the attack
and makes up a part of the fingerprint for the threat actor, even if it is not their actual IP address. Due to the
majority of incident response and monitoring tools being based upon network traffic it is the IP address that
is the most useful piece of data to be shared so that other monitoring tools can hone in on the potentially
malicious traffic and the response teams can begin to block that traffic. Because it is so critical to a fast time
investigation the IP address and related information has been designated as the first and primary library, as
it is expected that this will be the linchpin linking the majority of the other libraries. Due to its importance
the IP address and port numbers have been placed at the top of the library for ease. At this point only IPv4
has been modelled for testing as this represents the bulk of traffic but it is recognised that IPv6 will have to
be implemented as future work.
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Fig. 4.3. IPv4 Library Coverage
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4.5.2 Passive Operating system Fingerprinting (POF) (2)
The POF library is an example of a tool library. POF is the Passive Operating system Fingerprinting tool,
developed by Michal Zalewski [205]. Once again the reliance is upon passive data rather than active probing
to remain within the law. Through careful analysis of network traffic it is possible to guess at the remote
operating system in use.
Fig. 4.4. Passive Operating system Fingerprinting Library Coverage
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4.5.3 Browser (3)
The browser is the primary way in which a user is expected to interact with a web page. If you are the
owner of the web page then a number of methods are available to you to attempt to track and fingerprint all
of those who connect to you. It is common practice as a part of a cyber attack that during the reconnaissance
phase of the attack the web page would be browsed. Whilst it may prove almost impossible to tie together
the accessing of the website to an attack during the event, if the data has been captured it may be possible
to fingerprint the browser after seizure in a criminal case. This will greatly improve the case against the
defendant. The attributes used are based upon the EFF panoptoclick study [52]. This is the first library at
the application layer.
Fig. 4.5. Browser Library Coverage
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4.5.4 Executable Malware (4)
One of the primary methods for a cyber attack is the deployment of malware. This usually occurs in several
stages, with an initial ”hook” calling back to a server to download further payloads or instructions. The
payload would greatly depend on the motives of that attacker and links in to the threat actor assessment in
the next chapter.
Whilst in a live and real time situation it is not possible to perform an in depth analysis on a potential piece
of malware, it is possible to perform a superficial scan of the file which can be used to create a simplistic
fingerprint. This can then be compared against other detected malware in an attempt to discover linked
payloads. This is probably the most critical analysis in order to discover the likely archetype actor working
against you. The payload will give an indication to intent.
Fig. 4.6. Executable Malware Library Coverage
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• Text String
• Integer
• Real Numbers
• IPv4
• IPv6
• True/false
4.5.5 E-Mail (5)
Whilst it is recognised that the majority of this information can be easily spoofed, should the attacker use
the same spoofed information then, although the information is incorrect, the fingerprint still exists, and
builds upon the attribution picture. Through analysis of the emails it may be possible to work out an attack
pattern, and possible targets based upon who the emails have been sent to. As a result a fingerprint is critical
to gaining this insight.
This library is based upon the work of De Vel et al. [46] and Gupta et al. [69].
Fig. 4.7. E-Mail Library Coverage
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4.5.6 Social Media (15)
A generic social media library was developed during the experimentation phase whilst performing a live
task. Due to the strict time restrictions involved in the task not all attributes have been carefully considered,
and the attributes included at present are only the ones that were useful for the specified task. A full
analysis is required for each social media platform however this simplest library is suitable for basic tasks.
The following were used for Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and Youtube.
• Username
• Groups Joined
• Joining Date
The Username is critical as this is the primary identifying information and people will tend to use the
same user name across multiple platforms. The username may well be a pseudonym so every effort must
be made to tie that pseudonym to a real world identity. The groups joined are useful in identifying groups
of threat actor who are working together. A further example of this may be a hacking forum where multiple
users work together to achieve an attack. This is the first example inside layer 9 of the model. It should also
be stated that these social grouping may have an existence in the real world which should be investigated.
Joining date is useful to identify false identities, whilst still tying together the accounts. If all of the accounts
across all social media platforms were created on the same day, then that is a very good indication of false
information, whilst still attributing it to a single threat actor.
104
Fig. 4.8. Social Media Library Coverage
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4.5.7 Linguistic
The linguistic elements sit within layers 8 and 9 of the model. Primarily the analysis would be performed
on an individual, and their own unique linguistic style will be fingerprinted. This is useful in evidence as
well as attempting to tie together several disparate pieces of information. There is however a social element
when a group working together will use certain key words, or use the same misspelling of a word [136].
This would enable the linking of multiple threat actors within a single campaign. Due to the scale of the
lexical library it has been broken down three separate libraries, Lexical attributes, Syntactical attributes and
structural attributes. In reality a single analyst would be able to provide data for all libraries.
These libraries have been created based upon the extensive research documented in chapter two.
4.5.7.1 Lexical Attributes (6)
The lexical attributes relate to the key features of a document from either a character or a word perspective.
It is important when using this type of analysis that you only use media of the same type. For example you
may compare forums postings, or you may compare tweets, however you should never compare the two
types of media in direct comparison.
Fig. 4.9. Lexical Linguistic Library Coverage
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4.5.7.2 Syntactical attributes (7)
Syntactical analysis is looking at the choices that an author has made at specific points in a text. Did the
author choose to start a new sentence, or continue the sentence with the use of a comma. Has the author
used a colon or a semicolon? These are all decisions ultimately taken by the author, and representing the
thought flow of that author. Additionally to punctuation included in the model it would be possible to
include the frequency of specific function words. Did the author use male or female function words? Did
they choose to use in over on? The automated analysis of function words is extremely difficult and so has
not been included in the model at this time.
Fig. 4.10. Syntactical Linguistic Library Coverage
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4.5.7.3 Structural attributes (8)
Structural attributes relate to an authors choice in the layout and building blocks of the text. This can be
very generic or it can be specific to a type of media. For this example there has been the inclusion of E-Mail
however this could be extended to any media type. For example, in the analysis of tweets you could analyse
the use of URL shortening service used.
Fig. 4.11. Structural linguistic Library Coverage
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4.5.8 Physical
The physical world attributes relate to the digital elements physical existence. An operating system exists
within a physical computer, that has a real world location. That physical computer will be of a specific
make and model, and will in itself contain several physical attributes. In the same way a networking piece
of equipment will have physical characteristics such as make, model, MAC address and real world location.
Finally all of these devices will be under the control of a user, who in a criminal investigation is the primary
focus of the investigation. They will have a number of physical attributes (hair colour, eye colour, height
etc) which are unlikely to assist in a digital investigation, as well a select number that will. For the purpose
of an attribution library the second set have been focused on, but could be expanded to the first set if they
are pertinent to an investigation. The physical world libraries that will be developed are:
• Identity
• Location
• Vehicle
• Network Equipment
• Computer
4.5.9 Identity (10)
Identity (10)
UID Attribute Name Attribute Confidence Attribute Type Valid Attributes
10.8.1 Surname 1
10.8.2 Forename 1
10.8.3 Nickname 1
10.8.4 Age 1
10.8.5 Date Of Birth 1
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Fig. 4.12. Physical Identity Library Coverage
4.5.10 Location (11)
Location (11)
UID Attribute Name Attribute Confidence Attribute Type Valid Attributes
11.1.1 House Number 1
11.1.2 Street Name 1
11.1.3 Town 1
11.1.4 County 1
11.1.5 Postcode 1
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Fig. 4.13. Physical Location Library Coverage
4.5.11 Vehicle (12)
Vehicle (12)
UID Attribute Name Attribute Confidence Attribute Type Valid Attributes
12.4.1 Make 1
12.4.2 Model 1
12.4.3 Colour 1
12.4.4 Registration Number 1
12.4.5 Fuel Type 1
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Fig. 4.14. Vehicle Library Coverage
4.5.12 Network Equipment (13)
Network Equipment (13)
UID Attribute Name Attribute Confidence Attribute Type Valid Attributes
13.1.1 Make 1
13.1.2 Model 1
13.1.3 Part Number 1
13.1.4 Serial Number 1
13.1.5 Firmware Version 1
13.2.6 MAC address 1
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Fig. 4.15. Network Equipment Library Coverage
4.5.13 Computer (14)
Computer (14)
UID Attribute Name Attribute Confidence Attribute Type Valid Attributes
14.1.1 Make 1
14.1.2 Model 1
14.1.3 Part Number 1
14.1.4 Serial Number 1
14.1.5 Firmware Version 1
14.2.6 MAC address 1
14.1.7 Graphics Card 1
14.1.8 CPU speed 1
14.1.9 Amount of RAM 1
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Fig. 4.16. Computer Equipment Library Coverage
4.6 Conclusions
A number of libraries have now been applied to the overarching model. As a result the model should be
in a useable format that will enable testing. The method for developing a library has been demonstrated,
enabling any expert to include their own library into the model, proving its extensibility. With all of the
libraries overlaid it is possible to see immediately that there is good coverage of all areas of the model. The
model as a whole will now need to be rigorously tested to prove its validity against a number of use cases.
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Fig. 4.17. Overall Library Coverage
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Chapter 5
Experiments
5.1 Introduction
With a model having been developed, and a number of libraries produced to be used with the model there
is now a requirement for the testing of both the model and a the libraries. It is foreseen that the model will
be used in a number of use cases:
• As an analyst putting together a number of library attributes to ascertain a threat characteristics.
• A large data set is processed to highlight the significant attributes in a data set.
• The use of the framework in a real time realistic investigation.
For each of these use cases an experiment must be created to prove or disprove the models validity.
In order to assess its usability two test groups were created and each candidate was presented with an
attribution problem to solve. Each candidate used the framework to the best of their ability and gave
feedback as to their experience. The first test group were primarily cyber security specialists, who have
good knowledge of the technology involved in cyber attribution, but have not had any formal intelligence
training. The second test group are trained intelligence analysts but lack any technical training. Each
experiment was designed to test a different element of the initial framework aims.
5.2 Experiment 1
Experiment one is to assess the framework for its ability to highlight intelligence gaps. The candidates had
to process the results of several different libraries, overlay them onto the framework and use the framework
to identify any area that was lacking information. This first experiment resulted in a 100% success rate with
all candidates successfully identifying the intelligence gap. Analysing the comments on the first task it was
clear that the visualisation that the framework provides made the task trivially easy.
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5.3 Experiment 2
Having identified an intelligence gap from the previous experiment, the candidates were now presented
with a range of libraries and ask to select the library that would best resolve this gap. With the second
experiment the results were split between the two groups. The cyber security specialists correctly identified
the library that would produce the best results however only 72% of the intelligence analysts selected the
correct library. Of the analysts who selected the incorrect library, they did select a library that would have
covered the gap, but it was not suitable given the technology that was being used as identified from the
initial libraries offered. This highlighted an important finding with regards to the use of the libraries. An
elementary understanding of the technology is required to provide context for each library. When analysing
deeper it was discover that the candidates who had incorrectly completed the task had already self identified
as being technically weak in the initial candidate data capture. It is assessed that a minimal amount of
training would be required to provide the context and enable these analysts to use the tool, and although
anecdotally proven with the use of a 2 day course, no formal experimentation or assessment of requirements
has been performed.
5.4 Experiment 3
Experiment three is to apply the skills learnt from the previous two experiments in order to complete a
simulated attribution task. The candidates were provided once again with a series of library inputs. On this
occasion they were given 60 minutes to process the inputs to the best of their ability and provide a complete
attribution analysis. The result of the exercise was then captured to compare to the actual result as well
as oral feedback captured to assess the difficulty the candidates experienced. In the experiment itself there
were 3 protagonists who were lightly linked together and built of several independent libraries. There was a
final person captured in the libraries with no link to the 3 protagonists. Although a time limit of 60 minutes
was placed on the experiment, it was not expected that the candidates would reach this time limit. The
results of the exercise showed some fascinating trends. Firstly it was found that the intelligence analysts in
all but 2 cases finished before the cyber security analysts. When questioned about this fact it appears to be
due to the intelligence analysts familiarity with the task. Asking an intelligence analyst to complete a link
analysis is not an unusual request, no matter what the context of the information within those links. The
cyber security analyst were able to complete the task to a good degree of success but having not completed
a link analysis task before it appeared to take them longer to get going with the task. The oral feedback
confirmed this with comments such as ”It took me a while to get going, but once I go the hang of it it made
sense” and ”The hardest part was finding the links”. Despite the timing differences 94% of all candidates
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correctly linked the 3 perpetrators in the scenario exercise. Of the candidates who failed to complete the link
analysis, these were once again the intelligence analysts who had self identified as being technologically
weak, and were missing some required context. Whilst the framework was successfully used to link the
3 perpetrators in the overall majority of cases a significant number of analysts incorrectly linked the 4th
person to the group. 27% of the analysts found a link where there was none. When questioned about this
there appeared to have been a misunderstanding in the task with the candidates believing that there had
to be a link and they had made their best guess as to what it was. Whilst this is disappointing, it is also
a significant problem in the real world with actions regularly being misattributed. Of the candidates who
incorrectly made a connection 30% belonged to the intelligence analysts group and 70% belonged to the
cyber security analysts. When analysing the links that had been made the intelligence analysts made a link
at the lower more technical layers of the framework, where as the cyber analysts made the connection in
the physical or social. This shows that the links were being made in the locations that the analyst is most
outside of their comfort zone. If the experiment were to be repeated it would be made explicitly clear the
potential that not all elements are connected.
5.5 Experiment 4
Experiment four was used to assess the frameworks capability to process large amounts of data and
automatically perform statistical analysis. Should a framework be used for the creation of attribute data
in a live environment, then it is highly likely that a very large data sets will be created in a relatively short
space of time. Whilst this data set may well prove useless to an analyst without any specialist tools, if
the data set can be processed in an automated fashion for quick wins, it may produce results which an
analyst can immediately use. An example would be to process all captured attributes from a specific tool
and analyse them to see which attributes reliably produce the best fingerprint or perform an automated
link analysis based on a range of captured attributes that are known to be good indicators. It is critically
important to know which attributes are the most significant in a data set. These will be the data points that
produce the widest range of values (greatest entropy) whilst not being unique. In order to test this capability
a small sample set was collected and analysed against the attributes held within the library. This created a
population of critical mass which could then be used to assert key findings. These key findings were then
verified against another test population. For the purpose of this test executable malware was analysed using
a static analysis tool. The tool was run over a sample of 18,000 (N) previously known malware samples.
The aim of the analysis is to ascertain which attributes which are extractable through static analysis may be
useful in the attribution of an attacker when comparing against similar malware. The results of the static
analysis found that there are a number of attributes that meet the requirements. These were:
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• IP Address
• Domain
• Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA)
• E-Mail
• BitCoin Address
• Date of Compilation
• Dropped Files
• Packer
• Entropy
• Strings
It is common for malware to contain IP addresses. These are ordinarily locations to go for further
payloads and/or command and control infrastructure. The development of a command and control
infrastructure is a non trivial task and required considerable effort. As a result it is common for a malware
developer to use the same C2 infrastructure for multiple variants of malware. In a similar context to IP
addresses, Domain names may be used for command and control as well as payload collection points. The
advantage of a domain name is that, should the IP address of the C2 become compromised, it is possible
to fix the issue through the redirection of the domain to a new IP address, thus creating a healing malware
network. A Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) is a method of not directly encoding your domain as plain
text into you malware, making it more difficult to detect. The DGA is seeded and will then come up with
a seemingly random domain name. As long as the same seed is used, the same domains will be produced.
This can also work on a time delay system, such that the seed will change every 12 hours to create another
domain, making it extremely difficult to block. If you are able to isolate the DGA through static analysis,
it was discovered that the same DGA was used in multiple samples and only the seed was changed. The
data of compilation is based upon the the computer clock time. It was discovered that a number of malware
developers have very inaccurate clock settings, often years out. That said, when families of malware were
being released, the time between releases and the time between compilations often corresponded. The fact
that the clocks were so far out made it easier to spot. BitCoins addresses are more regularly appearing in
malware, primarily based around ransomware attacks. If the same bitcoin address is in use then it is the
same attacker. Malware will often want to create persistence for itself, such that the malware will remain
active even after the computer has rebooted. One of the primary methods for this is to create a file on the
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infected computer end then call it during the boot sequence. This created file is called a dropped file. It
was discovered that malware developer occasionally use the same name for their dropped files, or follow a
pattern that is easy to distinguish. A packer process (sometimes referred to as a cryptex) is an attempt to
evade antivirus by encrypting the malicous payload. The malware designer will put the malware through
this packer process which will encrypt as much of the program as possible and interact with the encrypted
blob. The result of this is that it is possible to ascertain the packer that has been used to create the malware.
There are only a limited number of packers available, and an author is highly likely to pick one packer
that they like and stick with it, especially as this is often a paid for service. The entropy of the file is
highly linked to the packer that has been used. The entropy is the amount of apparent randomness found
within a file. An ordinary file is likely to be made primarily of human readable characters. Because the
malware has gone through an encryption process it mostly appears to be random gibberish. As a result a
file with high entropy is almost certainly encrypted in some manor and could be malware. It is possible to
pull out all human readable strings from any executable. Whilst the majority of these are nonsensical, it
occasionally happens that you are able to extract passwords or other identifying strings. This is however a
fairly unreliable source of information.
5.5.0.1 Verification of results
In order to verify the suspected attributes that are of use, the same attributes were used against known
families of malware. These are malware that have gone beyond static analysis and have been fully reverse
engineered by experts who have asserted that the malware is ”related”. The assumption is that related
malware is likely to have the same author. This is a critical weakness, and a future experiment should be
against a convicted criminals confirmed set of created malware, however it was not possible to acquire that
data set. It was found that the same packer was used in every sample of the same family. This was not
however the most reliable attribute, as there are only a limited number packers available, and the same
packer was discovered across multiple families. Where IP addresses, Domains, and bitcoins were detected
they were extremely reliable in proving linkage between differing malware. Unfortunately there were only
a limited number of malware that could extract this data from a purely static analysis. This information
could be extracted through other tools and means, such as a sandbox execution. The date of compilation
was probably the most reliable method of linking malware samples based upon the release dates. This was
reliant on knowing when a malware sample was first detected in the wild, and this external data may not
always be available. Strings were the least reliable method, as there was simply too much noise. In one
malware family a shared password was discovered, however this was the exception rather than the rule. If
I was performing an analysis on two pieces of malware attempting to prove a link then I would look into
the strings in both samples, but it would not be my first consideration, and would not scale easily. The
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experiment verified the attributes selected from the original data set are the most prevalent for the use in
attribution. The experiment however highlighted the requirement to not rely on an individual attribute in
isolation, and it is the collection of attributes as a whole that create the fingerprint. This highlights the
importance of the framework and the significant enhancement that having multidisciplinary attributes could
bring to the attribution problem.
5.6 Experiment 5
The final experiment was based around the dissemination of captured information. The framework needs to
be a suitable and reliable mechanism for the transmission of attribute data if is is to a useful intelligence tool.
An opportunity arose to use the framework during a live demonstration of the dangers of over exposure on
social media. For the demonstration the name of a BBC journalist and would be provided and as much open
source intelligence on that journalist would have to be gathered whilst they were live on air. A colleague
would be in the studio and feeding the information discovered to the presenter and needed to receive all
collected information. For this purpose the model was used and my colleague had access to the site where
the intelligence picture was developing. Due to only having 10 minutes prior warning it was not possible to
teach the colleague the framework in any depth, so it would test how easy it was to extract the information.
The experiment would run for a one hour period. Due to the nature of what was being asked the majority
of the information would appear in layers 8 and 9 of the framework. Whilst the scope of the experiment
was restricted to the single BBC presenter permission was given to broaden the search to discover more
information as long as this information was not broadcast. All captured information was shared with the
presenter in question and they were happy with the information that was released. Further information was
captured and is included in the model although it has been obliterated to avoid unwanted disclosure. Despite
this it is still possible to see what data was collected within the time frame. The framework proved to be
a very flexible, although it was found at this point that there were not enough social media libraries pre
built, and as a result it was required to develop and expand them whilst the experiment was running live.
The fact that this is possible during a live experiment shows the power of having a framework, as it would
have been very difficult to create an instantly usable product without a framework to place it upon. It was
trivial to cluster data and create the links between the data clusters to create a more complete actor picture.
Additional information was also placed into the model that would not ordinarily be captured as a part of
an attribution investigation however was useful for the demonstration. The framework was flexible enough
to cope with this. My colleague had no difficulty in extracting the information and the data remained in
a structured format such that it was easy to extract the relevant information. The only comment was that
because data was being added so quickly it would have been useful to have a method of highlighting new
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information, or at least the latest information added through a simple highlighting method. The completed
attribution picture is shown here:
Fig. 5.1. Data captured during one hour OSINT exercise. Some data has been redacted by request of the owner.
This experiment proved conclusively that the framework is suitable for use in a live and fast paced
investigation with the both the ease of creating data clusters and links between the clusters, as well as the
ease of extracting the data in a live environment from a non trained analyst. Improvements have been
suggest in the form a a method of highlighting newly added information. This will be taken forward as
further work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Future Works
6.1 Conclusions
The objectives defined in the introduction were:
The framework should: Be suitable to accept any form of attribution data Be suitable to perform live
attribution analysis Be capable of highlighting intelligence gaps Enable fast communications of attribution
data, no matter what the source
At the conclusion of the project there is a proposed framework for the use of analysts working on
the attribution problem. It was shown to be suitable for multidisciplinary work through the inclusion of
linguistic and RF libraries. It is hoped that this framework will allow collaborative research in the future
to improve attribution techniques. The procedural mechanism for the creation of new libraries enabled the
rapid development of new libraries and will enable other experts or tools to enhance the current library set
and enrich the attribution picture. The framework was used to disseminate in a real time environment during
experiment 5. This was an especially pleasing demonstration of the framework as an information sharing
platform as a colleague without any prior training was able to use the framework to extract the relevant
information. The visual aspect of the framework was of real value during this task. This was further
validated during experiments 2 and 3 in feedback from the analysts. Experiment 1 proved a complete
success in identifying the intelligence gaps in an attribution task, although it did highlight that a there is an
underlying knowledge requirement to successfully be able to apply the correct library to resolve the issue.
This fundamental knowledge base is likely to expand as other specialist areas develop their libraries to
include in the framework. There is a concern that with too many libraries the framework would become too
cumbersome and a great level of knowledge would be required in order to use it. An alternative approach
would be that of collaboration, with multiple analysts who have a range of specialisms. Although untested
in a collaborative environment there are no known reasons as to why this would not work in practice, and
further research would have to be performed. It is assessed that the objectives have been successfully met
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although improvments are still possible. These will be expanded upon in the future works section.
6.1.1 Lessons Learned
Due to the ever changing landscape within the cyber world I found throughout the project that the
development of methodologies was almost more important than the actual products themselves. This was
especially the case with the development of libraries for use within the framework. A lot of time was wasted
during the project developing libraries that ultimately were incompatible or out of date. This is why such
a heavy emphasis in the write up is around the development process rather than specific libraries which
could change. If completing the project again I would spend a considerable amount of time at the outset
developing the methodology alongside a library, rather then developing the methodology almost in isolation
having completed a number of libraries which ultimately had to be scraped. An extreme amount of time was
spent on the learning of linguistic attribution techniques to see if these could directly be applied to the cyber
realm. Ultimately this was a fruitless endeavour as it was discovered that the latest in linguistic attribution
techniques is moving towards machine learning techniques that are already employed in the cyber security
arena. Although this realisation occurred early the author continued to spend an extended amount of time
continuing research in the field in the belief that the author was not understanding something critical. This
lead to an unbalancing and unjustified amount of the time spent towards linguistic attribution which is
reflected, although somewhat corrected for, in the final presentation of the project. The author should have
trusted their instincts and the methodical approach to the literature review. It was also discovered that a
large amount of literature on cyber attribution analysis is based around perfect systems of capture with no
noise. A number of the proposed systems required a complete redesign of the fabric of the internet which
is neither realistic nor useful in an actual environment. Whilst interesting proposals they hold no value to a
real world systems and would fail against any realistic data set.
6.2 Future Works
From the experimentation it has been found that the framework could be improved through the highlighting
of new information as it is being populated. This should be trivial to include and would enhance an analysts
ability to brief directly from the tool.
Currently the experimentation has been performed on a very small scale, and whilst indications are very
positive, it would be prudent to extend the experiments to a much larger sample size to prove statistical
significance in a greater population.
The model has proven itself to be useful with only a limited set of libraries available for the testing of the
framework. Obvious future development will be around the introduction of further libraries to enrich the
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attribution picture even further. Proposed libraries would include, but are not limited to;
• HTML
• Scripting languages
• Social Media
• IPV6
• Bluetooth
HTML is used in the development of websites. Any website that is hosting illegal material must have
been created by a web developer, and that developer will have their own unique style. It would be possible
to capture some of these attributes through the analysis of the sites.
Scripting languages such and ruby, perl, bash, powershell and python would each require their own library.
A scripting language has a far greater linguistic traits due to the fact that they have not gone through a
compilation process which may obfuscate the original authors own style. Powershell, Python and Ruby
should be prioritised due to their extensive use in cyber attacks.
An increase in the number of social media platforms that are included in the framework will be inevitable.
This will develop quickly as social media platforms fall in and out of favour with the general public, as well
as how quickly the applications themselves are updated providing new attributes or shutting down access to
other attributes.
An obvious library that is missing is for IP Version 6. Whilst IPv6 has not been widely adopted yet it is
only a matter of time, and as a result malicious activity will transfer to this new technology.Because it has
not been widely adopted at the time of writing, it is not as well understood from an attribution perspective.
There are some very exciting new features to enhance security, and a large variety of extra elements that are
included by default within the IPv6 header. Each of these provides an opportunity as an attribute however
the significance of each attribute is not yet understood.
A further library that may be of some limited use would be that of Bluetooth. It was highlighted during
the creation of the framework that these is a general lack of published attribute research in the physical
realm. Whilst this is highly likely to be due to the proximity negating the requirement for in depth technical
research into attributes there are a number of applications for this in real world investigations. Bluetooth
would be an obvious first candidate within the physical realm due to its promiscuity in modern technology.
The attribution framework itself is able to stand alone as an intelligence product, however it would
be of more value if integrated with other models to assist an intelligence analyst in being able to provide
valid and actionable intelligence. As an example this framework would be greatly assisted by the Diamond
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threat modelling methodology of intrusion analysis Caltagrone et al. (2013). The archetype threat actor
framework would be greatly enhanced through the application of the cyber kill chain Martin (2014) in order
to provide the indicators of compromise (IOC’S) expected from each type of archetypal actor at each stage
of the cyber kill chain. Not only would this map the IOC’s enabling the quick assessment of the threat
but also this could then be used as a predictive tool to assist an analyst for expected next actions. Finally
to increase the adoption and frameworks interoperability in would make logical sense to adopt a widely
recognised data exchange format such as STIX Barnum (2012). This is specifically designed to enable
cyber threat intelligence sharing between different platforms. Additional work is required to develop a
method of using STIX to transmit the data captured in this framework.
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